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The Zimbabwe
Congress
of Trade Unions
(ZCTU) will, on the
8th of August hold
demonstrations
against the recent
Supreme Court
Judgment which
has opened
floodgates for the
dismissal of
thousands of
workers on three
months’ notice.
The
demonstrations will
be held in Harare,
Bulawayo, Mutare,
Gweru, Masvingo
and Chinhoyi.

Stop the
genocide
SLEEPING ON DUTY WHILE THE COUNTRY IS BURNING

BY STAFF REPORTERS

L

A B O U R , c i v i c
organisations and other
stakeholders have
condemned the recent Supreme
Court Judgment that allows
employers to fire workers on
notice saying it has created a fertile
ground for a national crisis which
the government would fail to
contain when it erupts.
Speaking in separate interviews
with The Worker, they said the
judgment had far reaching
consequences which required not
just the attention of the Zimbabwe
Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU)
but needed the input of all
stakeholders to come up with a
lasting solution to the crisis created
by the judgment.
ZCTU Legal Advisor, Zakeo
Mtimtema, noted that this judgment
had far reaching consequences.
“ The implications of the
supreme court judgment are far
reaching and will affect the society in
general as it erodes social justice, job
security, pension schemes, trade
unionism and undermines collective
bargaining processes among others,”
he said.
He added that the judgment had
created a fertile ground for
precarious work conditions as
workers would be subjected to fear
and insecurity if they tried to raise
their grievances with management.
Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition
Director Mcdonald Lewanika
echoed Mtimtema's sentiments,

President Robert Mugabe is dead asleep while employers are
creating a national disaster by dismissing thousands of workers
saying this was no longer just a
labour issue as a lot of people were
going to be caught unawares because
the judgment had created a national
question that required a national
consensus.
“This is an attack on the working
class and our government has proved
to be that of those who have and is
against the have- nots. The
government is the biggest
beneficiary of this judgment because
it will retrench at low cost,”
Lewanika said.

Dzimbahwe Chimbwa of the
Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human
Rights said the common law position
cited by the judges in coming up with
their decision was ultra-vires the
constitution, thus had to be
challenged at the Constitutional
Court.
“The common law position is
not consistent with the new
Zimbabwe Constitution and there is
need for a fresh application to the
Constitutional Court which factors in
workers who have been dismissed
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basing on the Zuva Petroleum
Judgment,” he said
NANGO Director, Cephas
Zinhumwe said government had not
shown commitment to resolve the
crisis as it was complying with the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) .
“There is no commitment from
government that it will resolve this
crisis because its actions show that it
is complying with the International
Monetary Fund conditions. What
needs to be done is to put political
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Bata suspends workers' committee
BY CHRISTOPHER MAHOVE

I

n what has been viewed as
victimization of trade
union activists, Bata Shoe
Company in Gweru last month
suspended 10 members of the
workers committee after they
led workers in a protest over
non-payment of allowances.
The ten were suspended for
14 days without pay, together with
seven other employees and were
being charged with sabotaging the
company's operations, among
other things.
This was after they engaged
in protests over outstanding
salaries owed to workers in grades
A to H after the company failed to
implement a salary review
awarded by an arbitrator in 2010
between July 1 and December 31
2010.
The arbitrator had also
awarded the workers a review of
their housing and transport
allowances, which the company
also failed to give them.

Part of the suspension letters
given to the workers read “It has
come to the attention of the
company that you have
committed an offence according
to the code of conduct, more
particularly that on the 1st and 9th
of July, 2015, at the Bata Shoe
Company premises in Gweru you
violated Section 37 of Statutory
Instrument 246 which details the
charge as “active obstruction of
any person in the lawful execution
of duty,”.
ZCTU Regional chairperson,
Martin Tazvivinga, who was
among the 17 suspended
employees, said the employer also
cited Section 45 and 47 of the
same SI which speak to
intimidation or threatening
behaviour and sabotage, although
no one was threatened and no
machines were stopped.
Tazvivinga said they were
suspended despite obtaining a
certificate of settlement from the
Ministry of Labour.
“We had obtained a certificate

Bata Shoe company in Gweru

of settlement that no one would be
victimized but when we got back
to the company, suspensions
began,” he said.
He said they had taken the
matter to the Labour Officer for
conciliation but the employer
party did not turn up.

Lunar Chickens closes
farm operations
By Dickson Chaeruka

L

unar Chickens (Pvt) Ltd
owned by the former
Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe
(RBZ) Governor, Gideon Gono has
folded operations at two farms
located in Mutare and Chivhu
rendering over 60 workers jobless.
It was established that Gono
terminated poultry projects at his
Welmouth farm in Mutare and at
Chigavakawa respectively which is
located in Chivhu after citing
viability challenges.
The two projects had a
combined 64 workers who said were
at cross roads after alleging that their
management never served them with
notices towards the development.
A total of 33 workers at
Welmouth Farm in Mutare disclosed
that they only learnt of the
development recently on the 31st of
May.
''We were never formally
advised of the sad development to
shut down. It is unfortunate and
disheartening that our management
was trying to use intimidation to
scare us out of the farm just like that
without giving us any dues,'' said one
of the workers who preferred to

remain anonymous for fear of
victimisation.
The workers claimed that their
management was employing
unorthodox means to disengage them
without their dues.
They revealed that they recently
rejected signing forms provided by
their management which purported
an agreement of mutual separations.
The forms, one of which availed
to this publication, stipulated to pay
the workers' salary arrears, cash in
lieu of leave and one month notice
and the employer wanted to pay a
month's salary on the day of signing
the agreement whilst offsetting the
balance over a period of twelve
months.
The workers, most of who had
reached above 6 years of
employment services, maintained
that they were contesting for all what
is due to them in terms of labour
legislation.
They reported that they were
owed a total of $18 711.77 in salary
arrears alone for the period April
2014 to December 2014.
Efforts to seek a comment from
the company's human resource
manager, Trymore Mashonganyika
were fruitless as he did not respond
to a series of calls up to the time of

going for print.
In an interview, the General
Agriculture and Plantations Workers
Union GAPWUZ Eastern Regional
Officer, James Goneso confirmed the
matter saying the union was assisting
the workers.
''We are assisting both workers
at Welmouth and Chigavakawa farms
who have been affected. We want to
make sure that their employment is
terminated legally and that the
workers are accorded their dues
without prejudice. The union have
since been dealing with a series of
unfair labour practises by the
employer. Recently an Arbitrator at
the NEC ordered payment of the
workers' outstanding wages and we
are in the process of applying for
attachment of assets if they fail to
settle the arrears in the short coming
period,'' he said.
The closure of Lunar Chickens
branches comes at a time when the
ZANU Pf government is making
unusual strides to give official
permission for some white farmers to
stay on their farms deemed to be ''of
strategic economic importance''
especially after the realisation that
most land barons' mainly composed
of the regime's big wigs were failing
to fully utilise the land.

Mugabe signs law forcing the poor to take over $1.2b RBZ debt
PRESIDENT Robert Mugabe has
signed into law the controversial
Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (RBZ)
debt assumption bill.
The development means
government has taken over the
central bank's $1.2 billion debt which
includes some $200 million doled
out as agro-support to top officials in
the ruling party.
It also means that Zanu PF top
honchos who benefited from the
farm mechanisation equipment
supplied by the RBZ and never paid
for it can now relax and smile
Ordinary Zimbabweans will now
pay the debt for them.

According to a notice from
Parliament, Mugabe, signed the bill
into law last Friday.
The obligations arise from the
hyperinflationary era when the central
bank engaged quasi-fiscal operations,
printing money to feed an insatiable
government and its costly patronage
system.
The bill was passed in Parliament
despite spirited objection from
opposition MPs and ordinary citizens
who demanded that Zanu PF chefs pay
for the farming equipment which they
received from the central.
During the debates, MDC-T MP
Nelson Chamisa described the law as

"diabolical” adding it would
impoverish millions of Zimbabweans
while protecting a few Zanu PF chefs.
"This law is as good as AIPPA in
its original form ... diabolic and
devilish. It's an assault on the people
of Zimbabwe," he said.
But Finance Minister Patrick
Chinamasa defended the bill then
saying it aimed at cleaning up the
central bank balance sheet and
helping the apex bank reclaim its
resort to its lender of the resort status.
The opposition failed to block the
passage of the bill due to their
numerical inferiority in Parliament.
(NewZimbabwe.com)

“The employer did not turn up
for conciliation and the labour
officer told us we would have to
reconvene, but the employer went
on to summon us to a hearing on
August 5,” he said.
Tazvivinga said they would
seek leave to prepare their defence

since these were just allegations
which were unsubstantiated.
The company had failed in its bid
to apply to the Labour Court for
exemption to pay the 9 percent
salary increase awarded to the
workers and had also lost at the
Supreme Court.

ARDA drags
non existing
workers to court
BY ALOIS VINGA

Z

imbabwe's troubled parastatal, Agricultural Rural
Development Authority's bid to get close to fifty
employees' fired on allegations of staging an unlawful
demonstration has hit a snag after the court ruled that the
employees did not exist.
The ghost employees' are alleged to have staged a demonstration
in a bid to pressure ARDA to offset salary arrears owed to them for
over a year. The employees are said to have also been demanding
safety clothing as required by law.
Aggrieved by the demonstration the employer approached the
labor court and tasked it to determine whether the demonstration
alleged to have been staged by the employees' was legal.
ARDA on the eighteenth of June this year filed two documents
as party of its submissions outlining the fact that the demonstration
staged by the employees' was unwarranted.
However the employees' through their legal practitioner,
Takudzwa Mafongoya, of Matsikidze and Mucheche Legal
Practitioners, pointed out that the notice of application filed by
ARDA as J. Jebizani and 39 others was defective since the number
thirty nine failed to clarify the exact respondents in context.
The second argument posted by Mafongoya was that previous
documents submitted by the Minister of Labour when a cause show
order was being sought showed that Jebizani was the representative
of the employees' in his capacity as Workers' Committee
Chairperson.
In considering the case presiding judge ,Honorable Chivizhe
noted, 'After considering submissions by both parties and upon
proper examination of the law and more particularly the case
authorities referred to by respondent, the court handed down an order
striking the application off the roll.''
In reaching this conclusion the court found that the issue of
citation of parties as to who is before the court is a question of law.
The citation of the respondent was clearly defective as there is no
legal persona referred to as 'and 39 others'. The irregularity was not
such as could be amended by way of notice to amend pleadings as
submitted by ARDA. It was the court's view that a nullity cannot be
amended''
In passing verdict recorded under LC/H/449/2015 the judge
ordered, 'On the basis that it was the court's view that there being no
respondents before the court at the time the application was
instituted. The matter ought to be struck off the roll with costs.''
ARDA is a parastatal tasked to improve agriculture and rural
development in Zimbabwe, at its peak it operated over thirty six
estates. It is one of the entities that have been affects by poor
management policies.
The authority is currently negotiating with the retrenchment
board on the modalities of laying off part of its Headquarters Staff.
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Employers target unionists on dismissals
BY STAFF REPORTER
Employers have taken advantage of
the recent Supreme Court judgment
which gave them the right to fire
employees on three months' notice
to purge active union members and
leaders as they drive towards
paralysing labour activism at
workplaces.
The Zuva petroleum case has
triggered a holocaust on trade
unionists perceived to have been
bothersome by employers. Notable
dismissals have been those of
Godfrey Mtimba the Zimbabwe
Congress of trade unions National
Young Workers Council Secretary
General by the Associated
Newspapers, the publishers of the
Daily News.
Other unionists who have also
been dismissed are branch officials and ZCTU elected regional office
bearers.
The ZCTU has condemned the terminations as senseless and meant to
cripple the unionism as the country is forcing down labour market
flexibility on workers.
The ZCTU Secretary General, Japhet Moyo said labour condemns
anti-union employers who ride on dubious rulings to victimise enlightened
workers with the mettle to defend themselves from workplace oppression.
“Employers with such a mentality are a threat to the development of the
nation and the general population as they seek to brutally maximise their
profits without regard to the welfare of their workers. The ZCTU views
such dismissals as victimisation and will take up the matter with the
International Labour Organisation as the dismissals are against public
policy and international labour law,” he said.
The judgment has resulted in thousands of workers being laid off
without benefits.
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ZCTU warns employers against continued
use of Supreme Court Judgment
BY CHRISTOPHER MAHOVE

T

he Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions
(ZCTU) has warned employers still using the
recent Supreme Court ruling giving
employers the right to terminate the contracts of their
workers on notice that they risked losing huge
amounts though lawsuits as the decision had been
suspended by an appeal to the Constitutional Court
lodged by the two Zuva Petroleum employees through
their lawyer, Professor Lovemore Madhuku.
The two former Zuva Petroleum managers, Don
Nyamande and Kingstone Donga, in their challenge to
the Constitutional Court, argued that the decision by the
Supreme Court infringed on their right as enshrined in
Section 3 of the Constitution of Zimbabwe.
They said the ruling sought to bring back a common
law rule which was last applied 30 years ago.
ZCTU Secretary General, Japhet Moyo, said until the
Constitutional Court made a determination on the two
workers' challenge, the Supreme Court judgment would
not be used as a reference case.
“In terms of Zimbabwean jurisprudence, an appeal
to a higher court has got the effect of suspending the
decision appealed against. Therefore, as far as we are
concerned until the Constitutional Court decides on the
application/appeal, the decision of the Supreme Court
stays suspended,” Moyo said..
Moyo said some employers were still terminating
contracts based on the ruling out of ignorance, which was
not a defence at law, adding that the ZCTU was advising
such employers not to proceed as the terminations would
be null and void at law.
He said those who were giving workers termination
letters dated Friday 17 July, 2015 were also acting outside
the confines of the law as what was considered was not
the date on the termination letter but the date on which the

Stop the genocide
From Page 1
pressure on the government so that it
acts fast to stop carnage on workers.
This is a national crisis that requires
urgent action,” he said.
Zinhumwe added that the bulk
of the population would also be
disenfranchised because this was a
broad that would affect not just
workers, but the working class in
general.
“It is a bigger agenda that needs
to be articulated to the public so that
it realizes the gravity of the
consequences. We need to break
down the discourse to everyone's
situation so that they would realize
that it's not just about job losses but
the social fabric,' he said.
Political analyst, Pedzisayi
Ruhanya,said
while some
employers in Zanu PF who had been
failing to pay their workers might
celebrate the Supreme Court
decision as it gave them the
opportunity to rid of their workers at
no cost, the judgment could have
serious political ramifications for
the ruling party.
Ruhanya said the ruling could
see the creation of another political
base that would most likely present
headaches for a Zanu PF party
battling to end the deadly
factionalism currently shaking the
liberation movement ahead of the
crucial 2018 elections.
“In a situation where there is
labour market flexibility because of
this ruling where workers can be
hired and fired without any
protection of the law in that the
ruling has been done by the Supreme
Court, it means the number of
people who remain without jobs
increases. These people will join the
informal economy or the informal
sector and this is a new political base
of informed people, of people who
have been battered, a people who
have been dispossessed of their
incomes and jobs and it could
potentially have a serious impact on
the party's political fortunes in 2018

given the divisions in Zanu PF,”
Ruhanya said.
He however, said Zanu PF could
also benefit on an individual level as
some of the companies were owned
by senior Zanu PF officials, most of
who had been failing to pay workers
over the years.
“So it also gives these political
elites in Zanu PF an opportunity to
lay off workers without giving them
any packages, but the overall result
is that Zanu PF will pay back in
2018.
Asked if President Robert
Mugabe, whose “election victories”
since 2000 have been described by
the opposition MDC- T as frauds,
would not take the opportunity to
play life saver and use the
Presidential Powers Temporary
Measures to reverse the decision of
the supreme Court, Ruhanya said
the issue was a serious matter which
should not be treated as political
expediency on the part of the
president.
“I think this is a serious matter
that will not be treated as political
expediency on the part of Mugabe
but needs serious State interventions
to protect the few jobs that are there
and also to protect the dignity of
workers against employers, so I
think it will be a pure responsibility
of the Zanu PF government to make
laws that are in line with the ruling of
the Supreme Court,” he said.
Ruhanya said workers and trade
unions should not read much into the
issuance of a presidential decree as it
would only be a temporary measure
“The presidential powers
temporary measures are used to fill a
gap on an emergency basis but they
only last six months. Zanu PF has
no problem because it controls
parliament. They can go the
presidential route, put measures to
protect workers for six months and
then take it to parliament. Zanu PF
has the majority in parliament and
nothing stops them from making any
law they want,” he said.
He added that fundamentally,

the effect of the ruling was cross
cutting as it eroded the power of
unions and workers to negotiate
conditions of service and to protect
themselves from unfair dismissals,
and also presented government with
a further burden of unemployed
people depending on it for social
welfare.
Another political analyst,
Charles Mangongera, said the
Supreme Court ruling could also be
used by the government as a
precursor as it also wanted to lay off
some of its bloated workforce.
“This government would want
to retrench civil servants in line with
the IMF's Staff Monitoring
Programme (SMP) which
Chinamasa was conveying and
which the President reserved; so the
Supreme Court could be a precursor
to retrench the civil servants. They
would want to send a message that
this is about dealing with the
economic challenges we are faced
with, so if it can happen in the
private sector, why not in the public
sector,” he said.
There were no hints that
President Mugabe would flex his
muscle after a cabinet meeting soon
after the judgment only resolved to
urgently amend the Labour Act to
avoid more job losses.
But labour activists warned that
government was not sincere about
amending the Labour Act as the
process had been dragging for too
long with the government
responsible for the delays.
The ruling Zanu PF party
promised to create two million jobs
during its campaign ahead of the
disputed July 2013 elections but has
presided over the closure of more
companies and the loss of tens of
thousands of jobs. The Supreme
Court judgment, at the rate at which
workers have been sacked, will
likely see thousands more out of
employment.

JAPHET MOYO - ZCTU SECRETARY GENERAL

employee would have been notified of the termination.
“It's not about the date; it is about when the employee
is advised. We know that we still have employers who are
dishing out termination letters with the Friday date but
what is going to count is when the employee was notified
of the termination,” Moyo said.
Moyo said highest decision making body outside
congress, the General Council, had agreed that the ZCTU
should use all the possible options available to try and
resolve the matter, which threatened the existence of
trade unions in the country.
He said the Minister of Labour had failed to convince
cabinet on the need to deal with the matter urgently
through the use of the Presidential Powers Temporary
Measures, hence the need to consider other options,
among them mass protests.

Job terminations a health time bomb
BY STAFF REPORTER

T

he Community Working
Group on Health
(CWGH) has warned that
the current job cuts by companies
which have seen thousands of
workers thrown into the streets
could culminate into a serious
health time bomb.
CWGH Executive Director, Itai
Rusike said these massive lay-offs
without any financial packages or
psychological support systems may
trigger serious health consequences, ITAI RUSIKE
in addition to limiting access of the
a ff e c t e d w o r k e r s a n d t h e i r
dependants to health services especially in view of the fact that Zimbabwe
does not have proper social safety nets.
“Retrenchment or an unexpected financial loss presents major
challenges for most of the affected, particularly in the current
environment because of the proximal and broader determinants of health.
In addition to the immediate significant financial and emotional
hardships, there are also psychological and physical health problems;
including the immediate effect on the employees' relationships, their
families and how they view their future without employment,' he said.
Rusike said among those that have been offloaded are people with
chronic illnesses such as cancer, diabetes, hypertension (HBP) and HIV,
who stand to automatically lose their medical aid cover as they are
rendered incapable of paying for monthly subscriptions.
He said the CWG was concerned that workers were not given a chance
to make alternative arrangements or to adjust their medical aid schemes.
“CWGH wonders how the workers will pay for health care and other
essential services. Laid-off workers on anti-retroviral therapy (ART) may
not be able to access the quality health services they used to enjoy, a
development that may result in serious health complications or even
death. Abrupt loss of income may also compromise adherence to
medication for workers and dependants on chronic care, including those
on ART as they may be forced to relocate to their rural homes where their
changed circumstances may limit their travel to places where they used to
get their allocations. It should be emphasized that adherence to ART is
essential for maximizing individual treatment outcomes, minimizing
complications, and preventing the development of drug resistance,' he
said.
He said the CWGH calls upon the government of Zimbabwe
emphasizes on the importance of considering people's health, as
enshrined in the National Constitution, with special emphasis on ensuring
their ability to access affordable and quality health care, particularly when
they are rendered poor by decisions made on their behalf without their
participation and involvement.
As an organization that aims to promote health and particularly
community participation in health systems in Zimbabwe, we remain
committed to our mandate, and would therefore advocate for special
consideration for the affected workers and their dependants in this
situation, but also for all the systems that they will now need to draw
services from, particularly the health service delivery system, which is
already under immense pressure.
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Comment
Workers arise, break the chains of bondage
BUSINESSES last month greeted the Supreme Court Judgment in the case of
Don Nyamande and Kingstone Donga v Zuva Petroleum Pvt Ltd (Case No SC
45/ 2015) with glee and went on a firing spree of workers. The learned judges
of the Supreme Court reasoned that (a) employers have a common law

right to terminate an employment contract by giving three months'
notice, (b)the employer does not need to give a reason for terminating
the contract, (c) the employer will not pay any compensation for loss of
job, the Labour Act does not outlaw the common law.
The judgment was greeted with outrage in labour circles, but it was
long coming considering what has been happening in the judiciary for
some time. President Robert Mugabe shed some crocodile tears
claiming that the law was an 'ass', yet we know that when he purged
the judiciary in the 1990s his sole aim was to put in place 'politically
correct' judges. Over the years, we have seen progressive anti worker
judgments. Some of the judges were feted with farms and therefore
they became employers themselves.
The situation Zimbabwean workers find themselves in is tricky. The
country is being ruled by an elite that is now closely linked to business.
In fact, they now own most of businesses in the country – from the
informal sector to farms and shareholding in large enterprises.
The Supreme Court Judgment has far reaching consequences. It
has created uncertainty, or insecurity as to the duration of employment,
because it empowers the employers to hire and fire employees by simply
giving 3 months' notice. If jobs are lost, government will also lose revenue in
the form of Pay as You Earn (PAYE) and it will obviously fail to meet its
operational requirements as well as meeting social services. As PAYE is
depleted, the Value Added Tax will also be eroded as workers will not have
disposable income; Pensions Schemes both private and public will be
affected and every employee whose contract is terminated will look up to
government for social welfare which resources are scarce at the moment.
Furthermore, lack of access to social protection and benefits usually
associated with full time employment and low pay will leave employees
vulnerable and unable to demand better pay because if they voice their
concerns their contracts will be terminated. The ruling undermines collective
bargaining as workers representatives and trade unions are undermined, lose
membership, become weak thereby tilting the bargaining power to
management. The general condition of fear and insecurity also dissuades
workers from joining trade unions, leaving them even more vulnerable to
precarious work arrangements.
As a matter of fact, communities will also be in unstable and insecure
situations, disrupting their life planning options and as large numbers of
people are unemployed, social unrest may occur in the country including
criminal activities.
The ruling is a recipe for political instability as disgruntled workers will
turn against their government for failure to protect them. The Arab Springs is
such an example in which there was social unrest in particular Tunisia in
which the death of a vendor whom the state failed to protect sparked the
unrest. As large numbers of people lose employment, the state has an
obligation to provide for their needs and if it fails, social unrest and migration
is likely to take precedence causing xenophobia in other countries.
To cap it all, gender segregation is also part of the system. Women have
historically suffered workplace discrimination which includes sexual
harassment. Failing to protect jobs will be perpetuating discrimination.
What is painful is that the very same people who were fighting against the
evil of the colonial era are imposing the same on Zimbabweans. Workers are
under siege from all angles. It is time to rise and break chains of bondage
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JUDICIAL MISCARRIAGE:
A threat to society and state security
The Supreme Court of
Zimbabwe's judgment that
licensed employers to hire and
fire employees can only be
described as a miscarriage of
justice. The Court acted
negligently by failing to guard
against the unintended
consequences of its decision. As a
result thousands of workers woke
up without jobs.
The landmark decision delivered
on 17 July 2015 by the Chief Justice
Godfrey Chidyausiku with the
concurrence of
Gwaunza JA,
G ar w e J A , H l a ts h w ay o J A
andGuvava JA stripped off
Zimbabwe's labour force of its right
to employment security. The ruling
upheld an earlier decision by the
Labour Court judge
Justice
Maxwell ascertaining the
employer's common law right to
terminate an employment contract
on notice. This is the case of Don
Nyamande and Kingstone Donga
SC 45/2015. To add salt to injury,
the highest court had the audacity to
order Don Nyamande and
Kingstone to pay legal costs
incurred by Zuva Petroleum. We
must applaud Don Nyamande and
Kingstone Donga for exposing our
judiciary's mind set towards the
working people of Zimbabwe.
What is surprising in the
judgment is that the Court preferred
a narrow interpretation of the
Labour statutes despite the clear
intention of the legislature and
government policy since 1980 to
ban arbitrary termination of
employment.
The ruling is in compliance with
the colonial era practice in which
the Master and Servant ordinance
of 1901 and its regulations gave
employer the right to hire and fire
labour wily- nilly. After attainment
of independence, the government of
Zimbabwe never tolerated the
abuse of workers by employers to
terminate employment contract
Willy nilly.
In 1985, government enacted the
Labour Relations (General
Conditions of Employment)
Termination of Employment
Regulations SI371/1985. This
regulation prohibited employers
from terminating employment
contracts without ministerial
approval. However the regulation
was repealed in the 1990s to allow

for the ill-conceived labour market
flexibility instigated by the
International monetary fund and the
World bank.
In 2002, the government revised
its labour laws and created section
12B (1) which provides that 'every
employee has the right not to be
unfairly dismissed'. However the
learned judges were not persuaded
by this section as they got busy
searching for loopholes. The
Court's reasoning was that there is a
gap in law as there is nothing in
labour statutes that takes away the
employers common law right to
terminate on notice.
The Court ignored the intention
of the legislation, its purpose and
government policy as well as public
policy. Allowing mass termination
of employment is against public
policy. The Labour Act in section
2A provides that its purpose is to
advance social justice and
democracy in the workplace. The
learned judges did not bother to
look at the notion of social justice as
it did in the case of Horace Nzuma
and anor v Hunyani. In this case, the
Court noted a gap in law in
converting Zimbabwean dollars to
United States dollars and ordered
the Labour Court to do the
conversion.
However, in the Don Nyamande
case, the Court focused on words
semantics of the difference between
'dismissal and termination”.
Furthermore, the learned judges
failed to see that the matter started
well as a retrenchment and midstream, Zuva Petroleum dumped
lawful retrenchment procedures
and opted to terminate on notice.
The Court further equates an
employee with capital. This will
never happen .Labour law guru
Kahn Freud in his book ' Labour and
the Law' state that the purpose of
labour law is to regulate the unequal
relationship between capital and
labour so as to protect the weaker
party which is the employee.
The question the working
population asks the bench is: is it
just to fire somebody without a
reason in this human rights era?
Where is the promotion of social
justice envisaged by the legislature
through section 2A. Was the bench
not able to read the intention of the
legislature and government policy

since 1980?
Furthermore, our Constitution
provides in section 65 (1) that every
person has the right to fair and safe
labour practices and standards and
to be paid a fair and reasonable
wage'. Is it then fair to arbitrarily
terminate a contract on notice
without any fault, without any
package? This judgment did not
even bother to consider the fairness
of such a decision.
Section 46 of the Constitution
allows our courts to take into
consideration international law. The
International Labour Organisation
(ILO)'s Convention on Termination
of Employment, 1982 provides in
article 4 that 'the employment of a
worker shall not be terminated
unless there is a valid reason
connected with the conduct or
capacity of the employee or for
operational requirements. In article
10 it provides for payment of
adequate compensation if there is
unjustified termination.
The
International Labour Organisation
(ILO)'s Philadelphia Declaration in
1948 ascertained that 'Labour is not
a commodity'. This means workers
are human beings and so cannot be
compared to products that you can
modify any time.
An analysis of the Supreme
Court's previous interpretation of
important labour matters reveals
that the Court
favours capital
interests when assessing damages
as an alternative to reinstatement of
an unlawfully dismissed employee.
Section 89 (2) (c) (iii) of the Labour
Act Chapter 28:01 provides that if
an employer refuses to reinstate an
unfairly dismissed employee,
punitive damages must be paid to
the employee. The Supreme Court
has been reluctant to award punitive
damages against an employer who
elects to use its economic power to
buy an employee out of
employment. The Court set the
precedent that the employee must
look for alternative employment
and mitigate his or her loss. The
employee must prove that he or she
diligently looked for alternative
employment. If the employee fails,
the damages will be reduced.
In the case of Olivine Industries
Pvt Ltd v Nharara SC88/05, the
Supreme Court ordered a deduction
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ZESSCWU registers amended Code of Conduct Chinese firm owes workers 2011 salaries
BY DICKSON CHAERUKA
The Zimbabwe Educational
Scientific, Social and Cultural
Workers Union (ZESSCWU)
successfully registered an
amended Employment Code of
Conduct for the Welfare and
Educational Institutions at the
Ministry of Labour.
The union's General Secretary,
Sylvester Mutindindi confirmed
the development recently through
a memorandum.
''We write to inform you of the
registration of the amended
Employment Code of Conduct for
the Welfare and Educational
Institutions which was registered
on the 26th of May 2015 with the
labour registrar at the Ministry of
Labour,'' stated the memo dated
14th July 2015 addressed to the
union's National Council
Members, Staff Members and
General Members.
Mutindindi said the amended
Code replaces the original Code of
Conduct which was registered in
August 2006.
Commenting on the Code, the
National Employment Council for
the Welfare and Educational
Institutions (NECWEI),
Manicaland Designated Agent
(DA), Jacob Charowa said the
amended Code brings uniformity
and more convenience across the
sectors' industry.
''We applaud new amendments
made to the Code because they
address a number of issues that

enhances good industrial relations
in the sector. In particular and
amongst other things, there are
forms introduced which shall be
used in disciplinary proceedings.
The forms, which include a charge
sheet, appeal form, warning form
and a determination form brings
convenience to parties in a dispute
because they have guidance. This
is also leverage to some
institutions such as crèches with
incapacity to finance a human
resources administration,'' he said.
ZESSCWU Eastern Regional
Officer, Denford Chigweshe
stated that the amendments were
necessary saying the Collective
Bargaining Agreement (CBA)
was made clear in composition.
''The amendments were
necessary and the Code is now
presented in a way that caters for a
number of areas which were
omitted by the old Code. Like on
the Disciplinary Committee, the
new Code clearly states that the
Chairperson should be from
management where areas the old
one was silent. Also on
composition of the Disciplinary
Committee, under Clause 7.1, the
Code no longer restrict a total of 6
individuals but also sanctions
proceedings composed of fewer
parties in catering for some
organisations which may have a
very limited number of workers.
However, from an employee's
perspective, the code is a bit
hostile because it has some
additions on to the list of

Central Region correspondent
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SYLVESTER MUTINDINDI

misconducts. Notably, wearing an
employer's regalia at a political
gathering is now branded as
misconduct. Also smoking at
undesignated points at an
institution is banished in the Code
and the Code also stipulated speed
limits for drivers,'' he said.
Mutindindi said the union
would soon embark on workshops
country wide to bring awareness
to members on the amendments'
made to the Code.
The Code of Conduct was
amended by the industry's
National Employment Council.
ZESSCWU membership scope
of coverage included mostly nonteaching staff members at
Independent and Mission Schools,
Non-Governmental Organisations
Staff as well as workers in Welfare
Institutions.

Government to retrench civil servants
BY STAFF REPORTER

F

INANCE minister Patrick
Chinamasa has said
government plans to cut the
public sector wage bill and a
retrenchment is looming.
The government which is
saddled with a huge wage bill
intends to cut it by 40 percent.
Presenting the Mid-Term Fiscal
Review in Parliament last month
Chinamasa said 83 percent of
government's $2 billion costs were
going to salaries of its 554,000
employees.
He said the reduction of the wage
bill was a key government target
under the International Monetary
Fund-monitored Staff Monitored
Program (SMP), as it seeks to reform
in a bid to unlock foreign funding.
“Cabinet has given a directive to
the minister responsible for the
public service and the minister
responsible for finance to urgently
propose remedial measures to
gradually bring down the share of
the wage bill in the budget from over
80 percent to under 40 percent,” said
Chinamasa.
“Cabinet will be considering the full package
of necessary proposals in the next couple of the
weeks.
The above interventions to manage the wage
bill are meant to create the fiscal space necessary to
enter medium to long term growth for sustainable
platform for improved remuneration.” He said.
A previous attempt to reduce the wage bill by
removing bonuses for civil servants earlier in the
year was reversed by President Robert Mugabe,
who publicly rebuked Chinamasa for not
consulting him over the bonus decision.
He said the Civil Service Commission has
already completed the physical headcount for all
civil servants.
The finance minister also lowered revenue
projects in the wake of company closures and job
layoffs triggered by the lowest economic activity
in five years.
The country's economy is suffering from power

FINANCE MINISTER - PATRICK CHINAMASA

shortages and lack of foreign investment, while
companies are cutting jobs as they struggle to pay
salaries.
The World Bank says the economy will post 1
percent growth but economic analysts are less
optimistic, with some predicting Zimbabwe could
tip into recession later this year.
Highlighting the effects of the slowdown,
Chinamasa cut revenue estimates to $3.6 billion
from $3.99 billion this year.
The government would have to borrow $400
million from domestic and foreign sources to
cover for the budget deficit, he said. The state had
initially planned to borrow $125 million.
Zimbabwe, which holds the second largest
reserves of platinum, recorded a 6.4 percent
decline in production to 5.9 tonnes during the first
half of this year, Chinamasa said.

CHINESE chrome mining and smelting company based in
Gweru, which shut down early this year, is still to pay
workers' salaries and allowances back dated to 2011.
Xin Yu Mining, closed down on February 14 this year but has failed to
clear its salary backlog leaving workers stranded.
Workers who spoke on condition of anonymity told The Worker that
they were struggling to survive as their employer is not communicating on
the way forward concerning the payments.
“We are in a quandary as to the way forward because the employer is not
forthcoming on the way forward concerning our dues,” one worker said.
“We have debts and surviving has been hard for us.”
The workers said the company just distributed a notice on February 11
this year saying they were shutting down because of operational costs.
“Management just posted a notice saying the company was closing
because of the low price of ferro-chrome on the international market as
well as high cost of electricity,” another worker said.
Xin Yu Mining was taken to the Labour Court for workplace violations,
including underpaying workers in 2010 when the firm started its
operations.
According to a report released in January this year by Zimbabwe
Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU) central region chairperson Martin
Tazvivinga new players in the industry, and Chinese owned companies in
Gweru, like Jin An, Xin Yu and Nelson Holdings operate under pathetic
working conditions.
“Workers are underpaid and the courts are choked with cases from these
Chinese-owned companies,” Tazvivinga noted.
Analysts have criticised the Chinese for dubious deals and slave labour
practices that have put the safety of workers at risk.

ZISEGU trains workers committees
BY DICKSON CHAERUKA

T

he Zimbabwe Security Guards' Union (ZISEGU) has
embarked orientation workshops
targeting
workers
committees nationwide which has seen structures in the
eastern border town of Mutare undergoing the training successfully.
Over 20 workers representatives, mainly trade unionists drawn from
various security firms around the eastern region such as Guard Alert,
Fawcett Security, Guardian Security and Safeguard recently convened at
the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU) Eastern Regional
Training Centre for the two days orientation.
Participants were taken through various fundamental topics which
included: Meeting procedures, Guidance to effective participation in the
works council, Trade Union Organisation, Grievance Handling, Duties of
employees, Terms and conditions upon employment termination as well as
the Roles and functions of Workers Committees.
ZISEGU Eastern Regional Officer, Justin Muwonda stated that the union
aimed at empowering the workers committees so that they effectively take
up an active stance in representing their fellow workers at shop floor level.
''The union noted that it is paramount to capacitate these representatives
so that they can effectively protect their rights and advance workers
interests at the workplaces,'' he said.
Co-facilitating at the training, the ZCTU Eastern Regional Officer,
Tenson Muchefa reiterated that formation of workers committees was a
fundamental right of workers exercised without any interference by
management.
'' Workers Committees are formed in terms of section 23 of the labour Act
Chapter 28:01.Any employee of the company other than a managerial
employees can be voted into the workers committees. Elections are held
through a secret ballot and should be monitored by a Labour Officer or a
representative of the appropriate trade union. The employers' role in this
exercise is only limited in providing facilities for the elections,'' he said.
One of the participants who spoke to The Worker said the workshop was
an eye opener and they were left empowered at a time most employers in
the sector were exploiting them.
''I applaud our union for organising such a crucial workshop for us. I was
empowering . I call upon the union to continue with the programme to our
fellow employees,'' said Lazarus Chikutirwe who is the Chairperson of a
Workers Committee at Guard Alert in Mutare.

ZCTU trains young workers in organising
BY STAFF REPORTER

T

he Zimbabwe Congress of trade unions (ZCTU) recently
held a three day workshop on organising for the Young
Workers Council to increase membership recruitment,
organising and union visibility at the workplace which now has
more youths.
Michael Kandukutu, the ZCTU national organiser said his
department was rejuvenating organising strategies by involving more
young workers in organising to stimulate the recruitment of workers by
their agemates.
“We have realised the need to change strategies and rope in more
young workers in organising activities because the majority of
unorganised workers at workplaces are young workers.
He said the active involvement of young workers in organising
activities would boost trade union numbers.
“We have several issues where young workers can be very effective
in organising their peers effectively. We are now engaging new
organising strategies in response o the changing environment of the
world of work,” he said.
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NUMAIZ demonstrates against Ziscosteel
schools and local
authorities,” read part of
the petition which was also
copied to the Kwekwe
District Administrator
Tenpercent Mutikizizi and
the Minister of Industry
and Commerce Mike
Bimha.
In the partition the
union demanded the
immediate payment of all
outstanding employees'
salaries and wages, the
conclusion of the 'hoary'
Zisco/Essar deal and
prompt payment of trade
union dues.
Anthony Nyashanu the
President of NUMAIZ
said that the union remains
committed
to the cause of
NUMAIZ leaders demonstrating Ziscosteel last month
championing workers'
rights through every available resource under its
command.
BY JAMES MUTASA
“As a union we will continue to fight for our rights
and our gains, and we also encourage our members to
HE National Union of Metal and Allied
be strong and continue to participate in this and other
Workers Union defied all odds and recently
union
activities,” said Nyashanu.
held a peaceful demonstration against
Patrick Gambiza the deputy president of NUMAIZ
Ziscosteel which it accused of ill-treating workers by
also said, “We have sent a clear message to the
harassing and victimising employees, non-payment
uncaring
ZISCOSteel who has over the years became
of employees' salaries for over 60 months among
an
infamous
employer who enjoys suffocating
other unfair labour practices.
employees. We have successfully showed that as a
The march which started at the 60 kilometre peg just
union we are not amused by ZISCO's actions”
outside Kwekwe along Gweru road ended at the
Several delegates attended in solidarity with
Kwekwe district offices were the union handed a
ZISCOSteel
workers and this includes Slowman
petition which was addressed to the Minister of state for
Nyathi the President of Zimbabwe Chemicals and
Midlands Province Jason Machaya.
Plastic Workers Union, Zimbabwe Urban Councils
In the petition the union bemoans the deplorable
Workers Unoin's Noma Nyoni who is the DWAC
working conditions endured by Ziscosteel employees.
Chairperson of Redcliff branch.
'This petition stands to voice out the concerns of the
Speaking on the sidelines of the demonstration
workers, knowing that it is a right to work and get
Nyoni
said, “Today ZISCOSteel employees have
remuneration by Ziscosteel.
peacefully
registered their disapproval to their
“In spite of several calls by ZMEAWU to have the
employer who has a habit of infringing their rights. The
company pay workers, Ziscosteel has turned a deaf ear
demonstration has opened a highway of many more
to our petitions. The children and families of these
demonstrations
to come and the coming demos include
workers can no longer fend for themselves; seeing that
one
against
Redcliff
Municipality which is also
most of them are facing litigation from creditors,
notorious for not paying employees' salaries.”

T

Min of Roads ordered to pay contract workers
BY DICKSON CHAERUKA

A

government

arbitrator with the

Ministry of labour in

Mutare, Reginald Charindeguta,
through an arbitral award has
ordered the Department of Roads
under the Ministry of Transport and
Infrastructure Development to settle
over $10 000 in salary arrears owed
to traffic controllers at Birchnough
Bridge.
The six traffic controllers, who
also reported a series of unfair labour
practices against the transport ministry,
had gone for 1 year 4 months without
receiving monthly remunerations
covering the period October 2013 to
December 2014.
Before the arbitration, the Ministry
was represented by Joseph
Mumbengegwi from the Attorney
General's Office who did not dispute
the accumulative non payment of
wages saying it was because treasury
was bankrupt.
However, in his submissions,
Mumbengegwi averred that the
workers were civil servants employed
on contractual basis by the Ministry of
Transport under department of roads in
Manicaland as stipulated by the Public
Service Act therefore the arbitrator had
no jurisdiction to entertain the matter
on non remuneration of the workers.
''We do not deny that we owe the
workers' wages for the period in dispute
but there are rules governing Public
Servants which is the Public Service
Act and applicants (workers) were
supposed to follow laid down
procedures as per Public Service Act.
Section 3 (2) of the Labour Act;

(Chapter 28:01) is very clear that the
Labour did not applied to the
applicants and the applicants went to
the wrong forum,'' read the
submission.
He further submitted that
according to the legislation, the
workers had erred in suing the
Ministry and the department as
respondents;
'' the State Liability Act is very
clear that if you wish to sue a
department you have to sue the
Minister responsible of that
department and in this case it is the
Minister of transport who should have
been sued from the onset.
Accordingly, this case should be
dismissed,'' he cited.
In their counter- submissions, the
workers argued and insisted that they
were covered by the country's Labour
Act and were not civil servants
revealing that their employment was
regulated by a Project Manager within
the Department of Roads not by the
Public Service Commission as
claimed by the Attorney General's
Office Representative.
The workers revealed that they
were never provided with employment
(e.c) numbers neither did they ever
receive their salaries or payslips from
the Salary Service Bureau (SSB) as is
provided for every other government
workers in the country.
''This foregoing indicates that we
are not civil servants. The major
characteristics of every civil servant in
the country include that they are
identified by an employment (e.c)
number. One cannot be a civil servant
without the e.c number which
identifies him/her as a civil servant. In
casu, non provision of e.c numbers to
us indicates we are not civil servants
and therefore subject to arbitration
proceedings in terms of the Labour
Act,'' stated the workers in the

submissions.
They added; 'A civil servant is
paid direct from the SSB and receives
a pay slip to that effect which never
happened to us and all the civil
servants in Zimbabwe are not being
owed outstanding wages and worse
still for the period in dispute.''
In adjudicating submissions
adduced from both parties, Arbitrator
C h ar i n d e g u t a s t a t ed t h a t t h e
Department of Roads and the Ministry
o f Tr a n s p o r t f a i l e d t o a v a i l
documentary corroborative evidence
to prove that the workers were civil
servants.
''Aside from the evidence
adduced by the applicants that they
were not civil servants, I mandated the
respondent to bring correspondence
from the Public Service Commission
expressing that the applicants were
civil servants. Up to date of this
tribunal was never furnished with such
documentary evidence henceforth
applicants are not civil servants as
alleged,'' he stated.
He added; '' In view of the
foregoing findings the point in limine
by the respondent that the arbitrator
does not have jurisdiction is devoid of
merit and cannot stand.''
The arbitrator also commented
that the argument by the respondent
that the applicants ought to have sued
the Minister responsible was here nor
there saying ''if a Ministry is sued then
the Minister is naturally responsible.''
He handed the award; 'It is
common cause that the applicants are
being owed outstanding wages for
the period in dispute. It is an
obligation for the employer to pay
for services rendered as was held in S
V LYONS BROOKE BOND 1981
ZLR 384. The respondent be and
hereby ordered to pay applicants a
total of US13 315.00 in outstanding
wages.''
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ZCTU formulates climate change policy
BY STAFF REPORTER

T

he Zimbabwe congress of trade unions (ZCTU) has
finalized its climate change policy to suit the changing
world of work that is shifting towards green jobs.
The policy which was finalized at a workshop held in
Masvingo last month was drafted last year and is set to be soon
presented to the general council for adoption.
The policy, if adopted by the general council would guide the
ZCTU and its affiliate unions in organizing and handling green
jobs which are becoming a norm as the world responds to climate
change.
The concept of green fast creeping into the labour market and
as a result the ZCTU is already working towards sensitizing
workers and unions on the changing job climate.
Speaking at the workshop the ZCTU deputy general secretary
Gideon Shoko said the labour body was moving in line with the
changing employment trends and the policy was a stepping stone
in preparing itself for new job trends brought about by the
changing world climate.
“We have been lagging behind on climate change issues as
unions. We did not understand that climate change would
eventually affect us but it is now a reality because the world over
employers are introducing green jobs. Greening the economy
would mean job losses in some instances but as trade unions we
need to be prepared. The sooner we adopt this policy the better so
that we are able to assist workers of Zimbabwe. It is a big topic at
the world forum and we can use such approaches to salvage jobs
and negotiate accordingly,” he said.
He added that the policy if adopted would be used as a
blueprint by unions and workers on issues of climate change and
green jobs.
Nathan Banda the ZCTU health and safety head of
department said it was important for workers to be sensitized on
green jobs as they are already being introduced in various
sectors.

NRZ workers appeal dismissed
BY MUSA MAKINA in BULAWAYO

T

HE labour court has declined to grant the National Railways
of Zimbabwe workers an order to force their employer to
cease what they termed perpetration of an unfair labour
practice.
This followed the rail transport's decision to unilaterally slash salaries
for the workers as the parastatal continue s to struggle to stay afloat.
Besides owing the workers 10 months' in salary arrears, NRZ has also
been struggling to pay the workers, the so called slashed salaries in a move
that forced some employees to approach the court for redress.
The workers who filed an application under the Railway Artisans and
2ORS were represented by Tachiona, Dube and Tsvangirai legal
practitioners while the respondent was represented by James Moyo,
Majwabu and Nyoni legal practitioners.
In their application, the workers demanded full payment of salaries to
be reinstated.
However, in her ruling Labour Court judge justice, Moya Matshanga
said she could not grant the application because of the pending appeal at
the Supreme Court on the same issue.
“It is common cause that this is happening and has been happening as
a temporary relief or measure for two years. The respondent's reason for
doing so is that the Railways simply has no money. It had to resort to such
measures to avoid a situation where the workers do not take anything
home at the end of the month,” she said.
The applicants wanted the court to declare the practice an unfair
labour practice and order the employer to pay full salaries.
Justice Matshanga went on: “While what is happening is indeed an
unfair labour practice, it is a result of the economic situation obtaining in
the country right now. This issue has been the subject of debate in various
cases filed with this court. As a result there is a case relating to this issue
whether the income of the NRZ, its expenses and distributable income
have been tabulated. This matter is currently pending at the Supreme
Court.”
Moya Matshanga further ruled that an order by her court on this issue
would therefore not be proper when the same issue is pending before the
Supreme Court.
“As long as the issues are pending before the Supreme Court, this
court's decision would be of no probative value. Similarly in casu, the
parties have to wait for the determination of the issue by the Supreme
Court. This court will therefore not make any pronouncement on the
issue,' she said.
She said the respondent appealed to the Supreme Court in order to test
the correctness of the judgment of the court acquo on the same issue,
therefore which right cannot be taken away.
“To grant the order the applicant wants- would in my view stifle the
appeal. In casu it has not been shown that the appeal pending in the
Supreme Court on the same issue is not bonafide, it has not been shown
that it is meant as a delaying tactic by the respondent. If the court were to
grant that relief sought, it would be in my view tantamount to usurping the
powers of the appellate court.”
She declared: “In the circumstances, I decline to grant the application
because of the pending appeal at the Supreme Court on the same issue. “
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Security company outlaws maternity leave
BY DICKSON CHAERUKA
EMALE
guards
employed by Marklyt
Security (Pvt) Ltd have
been denied maternity leave
amongst a host of gross unfair
labour practises employees are
subjected to at the firm.
Marklyt Security has a staff
compliment of 48 guards mostly
women and is contracted by the
Ministry of Public Works and
Local Government to provide
security at government properties
around Manicaland Province.
The workers have voiced
concern over the company's
heinous practise of denying female
employees maternity leave
disclosing that most of them had
their pregnancies due whilst on
duty.
It was established that one of the
female guards manning Mutare
government's complex, whose
pregnancy is at an advanced stage
was being forced to attend duties
after management turned down her
plea for maternity vacation leave.

F

Another female employee, Viola
Chatya, who had been working for
the company for over 5 years,
alleged that she experienced labour
pains whilst on duty when she gave
birth to her son 3 years ago.
'' We are made to feel useless and
it is traumatising. I was denied a
maternity vacation resulting in me
feeling labour pains whilst on duty
on 27 December 2012. I had been
assigned to work at the Mutare
District Administrators' offices that
day. On top of that I was recalled
for duty barely 10 days after birth,''
she said.
It was further revealed that the
company's owner, identified as
Mbuso Ngwena who is based in
Bindura, is on record threatening
workers that the company does not
recognise any type of vacation.
The workers complained that
they were also forced to work 60
hours per week instead of 48 hours
as stipulated in the Collective
Bargaining Agreement (CBA) for
the Security Industry.
''We are working under pure

exploitation. The overtime we
work is not compensated for. More
still, our employer arbitrary
reduced our salaries down to $200,
00 instead of a remuneration of
$234 a month stipulated as the
minimum wage for our sector,''
said one of the workers who chose
to remain anonymous.
It was also reported that the
workers had gone for a total of 6
months without remuneration.
The disgruntled workers
lamented that they reported their
employer's ill practises to the
Ministry Of Public Works on
several occasions but nothing was
improving about their
employment well fare.
They further queried on why the
government Ministry, which they
said should be a custodian of
human and fundamental workers
rights, was giving deaf ears on
their plight and continue to issue
their employer with a tender to
protect government properties.
In an interview, the company's
director, Mbuso Ngwenya said

anyone who was not comfortable
to conform to the working
conditions should find own means
but disputed that the firm banished
female employees' maternity
leave.
''There is not any one employee
who requested for leave which I
did not grant. We are a company
that observes government laws and
we do not have power to deny a
person maternity leave when they
ask. Those workers who said that
never requested for the leaves
because I am the one who approves
them. It is straight in the records
that we reduced their wages
marginally in a reaction to the
government which had slashed our
tenders downwards. On that note,
anyone who is not comfortable
with the company is free to leave,''
he said.
When contacted for comment,
the Zimbabwe Security Guards
Union (ZISEGU) confirmed the
crisis and castigated the company
for subjecting workers to ''modern
slavery''.

'' Let it be on record that bearing
of children is not just a
fundamental human right but a
national duty that should be
accorded due respect by every
employer. The labour Act Chapter
28:01 Sec 18 clearly stipulated that
98 days maternity leave on full pay
should be granted to any expecting
mother. Denial of this provision to
the workers is even against the
Public Policy of the country,'' he
said.
Muwonda said the union was
dealing with a number of
litigations against the company
including issues on victimisation,
non payment of stipulated wages
as well as non payment of
overtime.
He further stated that he was
concerned with the company's
ownership which he said was
shrouded in secrecy revealing that
the union had since write to the
Ministry of Public works for
clarifications around the
company's ownership.

ARDA Katiyo Estate apply for wage exemptions
By Dickson Chaeruka

T

he Agriculture and Rural
Development Authority
(ARDA) has applied to
the National Employment
Council (NEC) for the
Agricultural Industry in
Zimbabwe for review and
exemption to pay outstanding
wages and salaries for
permanent workers at its Katiyo
Tea Plantations citing the estate
was in dire straits.
Katiyo Estate, which used to
employ more than 500 workers at
its peak, ceased full scale
operations in 2012 after ZESA
disconnected electricity over
unpaid bills which had ballooned
to $85 390.98 and now has just
over 50 permanent workers.
It has been established that the
estate is in arrears of 5 years
salaries and wages worth more
than $384 000 as of 31 October
2014 and it has no capacity to fund
the level of Monthly salaries after
claiming it had no capital reserves
to draw from.
In submissions addressed to
the NEC's Chief Executive
Officer; the ARDA acting General
Manager, Willard Mbona, stated
that the estate was riddled with
acute operational constraints
thereby applying for wages
exemption as an alternative
mitigatory measure.
''With the kind of challenges
plaguing the estate, it is our plea
and the Authority hereby

requests/applies for serious
consideration that you may grant us
an exemption from paying 100% but
at least 40 % of the outstanding wages
and salaries and that the Authority
looks for alternative sources of
finance to settle the arrears while the
current employed salaries are and can
only be settled at 50% of the monthly
accrued salary,'' he stated.
He asserted that the exemption be
allowed on the authority until a new
partner takes over the employees on
transfer in terms of the country's
labour legislation.
Madyausiku revealed that they
had been making frantic efforts to
find investors but many who
expressed interest were reluctant to
takeover unpaid disgruntled workers.
'' In line with the 2014 and 2015
National Budget pronouncements,
following the shareholders
fundraising constraints, Partners are
and have continuously been sought,
but are reluctant to takeover on
unpaid/ disgruntled workforce even
after having met and discussed with
them on the arrears,'' he said.
The ARDA Boss lamented that
the situation at Katiyo was further
compounded by some investors who
reneged to supersede operations at the
plantation after a deal was sealed
sometime in 2014.
''To further burden the Katiyo
Estate and us, our prospective
Partner, Booxby Investments (Pvt)
Ltd and Gorilie Agriculture Ltd, who
had expressed interest in receiving the
Estate and Signed Joint Venture (JV)
agreements failed and has on a
gentleman's plate handed back the

KATIYO TEA ESTAES

estate in its sorry state on 1 April
2014,'' he said.
Located in the eastern highlands
of Honde Valley, Katiyo Estate has
largely been dormant since 2009 after
dollarization of the economy due to a
lapse in local lines of credit and
unavailability of short term working
capital
It was revealed that in the year
2009 and 2010, the Estate's efforts to
approach banks to procure funds for
revival hit a brick wall.
The Estate has even been failing
to service its creditors with the
Mutasa Rural District Council and
NSSA taking litigation measures
which resulted in some of the estate's
assets attached recently.

Senior cop threatens Messenger of Court with gun
….as Kuruneri resists property attachment
BY CHRISTOPHER MAHOVE

Z

imbabwe Republic Police
(ZRP) Financial Director,
Senior Assistant
Commissioner James Nyakotyo,
allegedly threatened to shoot a
Messenger of Court who had gone
to attach property at Quality
Packaging, owned by Zanu PF
Member of Parliament for Mount
Darwin South, Chris Kuruneri.
The Messenger of Court, only
identified as Zvidzai, had gone to
the company premises at Number
28 Auckland Road in Southerton in
Harare to attach property over an
$80 000 outstanding salary arrears

owed to more than 20 Quality
Packaging workers whose contracts
have since been terminated.
Quality Packaging closed shop
in 2009, but was owing its workers
back-pays with the matter pending at
the High Court where it had been
referred for quantification after an
arbitrator had ruled that the workers
be paid their outstanding salaries.
When the company failed to
respond to the case, the workers
sought an order to attach its property
to recover their outstanding salaries,
which was granted.
However, when the Messenger
of Court went to attach the property,
a woman only identified as Ncube,

believed to be Nyakotyo's wife,
claimed to have bought the company
from Kuruneri and warned them
against attaching any property.
She is said to have called
Nyakotyo, who rushed to the scene
and threatened to shoot the
Messenger of Court, throwing him
outside the building.
After the incident, Muvirimi
Law Chambers, the lawyers
representing CMZ Packaging
Zimbabwe, who claim to be the new
owners of the property targeted by
the Messenger of Court, wrote to the
workers' lawyers warning them
against attaching the property.
“We are of the view that you
should properly advise your clients

To t a l c r e d i t s a g a i n s t t h e
plantation amounts to $679 533,51
including the General Agriculture and
P l a n t a t i o n s Wo r k e r s U n i o n
(GAPWUZ) which is owed $930.74
in unremitted trade union dues.
It was established that the estate
has only been managing 193 hectares
at its Rumbizi and Chiwira
Plantations amid reports that the main
estate's tea on 113 hectares were in
2010 and 2012 respectively both
burnt and failed to revive them.
The Estate reportedly has a total
of 145 hectares with overgrown and
un-harvested tea.
A GAPWUZ officials confirmed
the wage crisis being faced by
workers and revealed that the estate's

concerning ownership of the
removable property at No 28
Auckland Road, Southerton, and
Harare. Kindly be advised that in the
event that our client's properties are
attached, we shall proceed to take the
necessary legal steps and to claim
costs de bonis propris or costs on a
higher scale, because we furnished
you with the relevant documents to
prove that our client, CMZ
Packaging Zimbabwe (Pvt) Ltd is
the owner of the property at No. 28
Auckland Road, Southerton,
Harare,” read part of the letter dated
15 June, 2015.
The workers, however, said the
two parties where working in
cahoots to deny them their dues,
saying the Messenger of Court
should complete his job; and if
possible, approach the High Court to

application for exemption was still
being considered before the industry's
NEC Exemptions Committee.
Stake holders around Manicaland
Province had been called for the
resuscitation of the Katiyo Tea estate
describing it as bedrock of economic
activities in the Mutasa District.
Confirmed reports indicated that
the government run ARDA own 21
farms around the country, totalling to
98 000 hectares, but only
Chisumbanje is functional with the
remainder being dormant, after
farming equipment at most of them
such as the famous Kondozi were
vandalised and looted by ZANU Pf
Officials as well as war veterans in the
yesteryears.

determine who should pay them.
John Muhonde, the Quality
Packaging lawyer, refused to
comment on the matter, saying he
only worked on instructions, which
he had not been given.
“I have no instructions to talk
on behalf of Quality Packaging. I
am just a lawyer and work on
instructions,” he said.
Ncube referred all questions to
Kuruneri, who could not be reached
for comment as his mobile phone
was not reachable while a lady who
answered his office phone said he
was out of the office. She promised
that he would call back; but he had
not done so at the time of going to
print
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Unemployment hits Chinhoyi
Companies have not been increasing salaries for workers, some
have not been paying at all and the recent Supreme Court ruling
has left thousands of workers devastated and jobless. The
Worker's Jacqueline Mbayiwa- Makuvatsine (JMM) had an
interview with the ZCTU Northern regional chairman, March
Makanya (MM) who said the situation was bad in the region and
needed to stand for their rights.

JMM: What is the situation like
in your region for workers?
MM: Dismissals. Like every other
region in the country we have been
affected by the Supreme Court
ruling to fire on notice. At the
moment we have not received any
bad news from Chinhoyi but Karoi
has recorded a number of workers
who have lost their jobs. Vendors
have moved to designated areas
although we do not know if they
will make any sells. Economically,
the situation is very difficult as
workers have not been receiving
wages, any salary increments and
some have not been receiving any
salary at all. There are no more
industries as most of them have
been shut and the buildings are
being rented out as churches. The
commercial sector and Chibuku
Breweries are the only industries
left operating.
JMM: What does the law say
about the Supreme Court ruling
that led to the dismissal of
workers in your region?
MM: Labour Act section 16 states
that when a company has been
sold, all its assets and liabilities go
to the new owner, so the Supreme
Court ruling was not handled in
line with the labour Act.
JMM: What do you have to say
about such a situation?
MM: This is the time we have to
come together and demonstrate
against the Supreme Court ruling,
we could even demonstrate daily.
That can make employers realise
that we mean business. The
demonstrations cannot be difficult
because the thousands of sacked
workers will also want to join us.
JMM: What is the future of
trade unionism in your region?
MM: The future is bleak, when
things are difficult like this, we can

use the chance to show the
importance of trade unionism.
Workers who are still in jobs
should be encouraged to join.
Section 2 Section 24 of the
constitution subsection 1 and 2 say
that government and its
institutions should endeavour that
there is full employment. Section
65: subsection 1&4 notes that
there should be satisfactory
working conditions and standards.
A notice is therefore not a safe
working condition, so if we follow
that we will win the case. Vendors
should be encouraged to join
unions that suit their line of
businesses, which may help
strengthen again trade unions in
this country.
JMM: What has been the effect
of the closing of companies on

trade unionism in your region?
MM: Once a company is closed,
we lose members and cadres, new
people will get employed who
know nothing about trade
unionism or its importance.
Organising therefore becomes
difficult.
JMM: What is being done in
order to recruit more and new
members in to trade unions?
MM: There are programs that are
under way in recruiting. Affiliates
do that for the mother body, but the
situation is like using a leaking tin
to put water, it will never be full as

you lose every drop trying
to fill, that is what's
happening in trade unions
these days. As unions try to
recruit, members are being
dismissed at their work
places.
JMM: I think there is
need to restore full
participation by the few
people who are still
employed, what is your
take on that?
MM: The environment in
Zimbabwe makes people
afraid and only cadres
participate in demos. There
is need for massive
education, trainings can
create cadres and people
need to be motivated.
JMM: The relationship
does your union have with
informal traders in your
region??
MM: It can be done in two ways,
the whole umbrella body of
ZCIEA can join the ZCTU and this
can help in organising people. It
improves the capacity of the trade
union and participation too. This
can be so after teaching informal
traders about what trade unions
are, training them and proving
benefits that can come from the
unions. Some of the vendors are
former members of trade unions
and of the mother body. ZCIEA
should sell the benefits of being
ZCTU members, it should
advocate for the ZCTU.
JMM: What fundraising
activities are you carrying out in
your region in order to upgrade
yourselves and for the upkeep of
the region?
MM: We have nothing except
collecting rentals from the offices.
We have seed money that we are
waiting to get but the disadvantage

MARCH MAKANYA
is that the region is spaced and
dislocated. We plan to have small
projects like selling regalia, to
create training facilities, to create
and build space that could be
rented by shop owners since that is
the only surviving industry in
Zimbabwe.
JMM: Are affiliates
participating well in activities
that are called for by the mother
body in your region?
MM: The ZCTU general council
decisions will work better when
trade unions are stronger and when
economic and political situations
are stable than in situations like the
one we have at the moment. The
decision that unions in bad
standing cannot participate in
ZCTU's activities is a double
sword for the mother body and the
unions and it weakens both. The
policy blankets everything, the

general council should note and
consider that companies are not
remitting, members are being
dismissed and some are not being
paid, unions continue to recruit
contract workers. They should
consider that and re-look at their
policies, re-align with the situation
and try to motivate the unions in
organising and recruiting.
JMM: What are your words to
the region that you chair?
MM: My wish is to make sure that
as trade unions we stop what we
call limited power, we should
always try to be innovative and
forge ahead. If we cry we will
drown, we have to keep our heads
up and go.

Hwange Colliery to lose property worth $1, 6 million
BY ALOIS VINGA

T

he embattled coal
mining giant, Hwange
Colliery is set to lose
property worth $US1, 6 million
dollars after the Bulawayo High
Court dismissed an urgent
chamber application filed by the
company for stay of execution
pending their appeal against an
arbitral award passed in favour
of the employees.
The thirty three employees
who won the case are part of the
two hundred workers who were
retrenched in 2012 after the
company negotiated retrenchment
packages through the works
council. A copy of
the agreement on the payment

modalities produced by
the
former
employees confirms that the
company agreed to settle the
packages by
30 September 2012.
However the company did not
fulfil its promises and in 2014 the
employees' through their lawyer
Albert Chambati obtained a writ of
execution witnessed by Chief
Justice Godfrey Chidyausiku
resulting in the attachment of four
tractors, Nissan UD 70 lorry, an
AVM bus, coal haulers and other
vehicles.
After the attachment of the
property, the company made an
undertaking to settle the owed
amount which was not fulfilled
according to the

agreements. In a bid to avert
the further
attachment of
property,
the company filed an urgent
chamber application for stay of
execution arguing that there was
lack of clarification in the
interpretation of a provision in the
deed of settlement providing
guidance on retrenchment
packages.
In the application the company
outlined that paragraph six of the
agreement states that if the
employer breaches the agreement,
the aggrieved parties are entitled
but not obliged and on notice to
cancel the deed of settlement. In
this regard, the employees were
accused to have not given the
company adequate notice.

In defence the employees'
through their lawyer, Albert
Chambati of Chambati Mataka
and Makonese Attorneys at Law
dismissed that the application on
the basis that the company agreed
to settle the balance by the 31st of
January 2015.Failure to do so the
employees would give the
company ten working days notice
as remedy of the breach. If nothing
takes place within the ten days the
company remains in breach of the
agreement and shall immediately
be cancelled and become of no
force.
Chambati further argued that
the employees' gave Hwange
Colliery adequate time since end
of January .He further argued that
the employees' wrote a letter

towards the end of March this year
to the company advising them that
they had breached the deed of
settlement and were now entitled
to recover the balance through
court action.
In passing judgement High
Court Judge, Honourable Justice
Makonese noted that, 'It is ordered
that the application be and is
hereby withdrawn. The applicant
is to pay the wasted costs in the
sum of US$1000, 00''
Hwange Colliery Company is
chaired by Farai Mutamangira and
is also said to have debts running
over US$10 million. Recently the
company made headlines after
purchasing second hand mining
machinery.
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ZCIEA 3rd NATIONALCONGRESS

Sweat, tears,
blood and
thunder
at ZCIEA
Congress
Christopher Mahove
Lucia Masekesa was the biggest
casualty at a drama filled Zimbabwe
Chamber of Informal Economies
Associations (ZCIEA) congress
characterized by allegations of
vicious threats and vote buying in
Harare early this month.
Masekesa, who has been at the
helm of the organization since taking
over following the death of Beauty
Mugijima, lost the presidency to
subtle Lorraine Sibanda in a closely
contested election.
Sibanda, who was the Gwanda
Territorial President before her
election, had withdrawn from the
race just 30 minutes before the vote,
only to reconfirm her participation
seconds before the Presiding Officer,
Zakeo Mtimtema, could announce
Masekesa as the sole candidate,
which would have given her
automatic re-election.
Sibanda alleged she had been
intimidated and coerced into
stepping down from the race
although she had the support of most
delegates.
When Mtimtema finally
accepted Sibanda's nomination, after
some congress delegates had queried
her withdrawal, she went on to beat
Masekesa by 82 votes against 71, a
result which saw her breaking down
as she took to the high table as the
duly elected president of the
association.
The congress was not bereft of
drama, as another candidate, Gift
Konjani, would also briefly reject his
nomination for the post of First Vice
President after it had been seconded.
Konjani also claimed he had been put
under immense external pressure to
pull out of the race.

However, on being questioned
by the presiding officer about where
the pressure was coming from and
after getting assurance that he would
be protected, Konjani also broke
down before he ultimately accepted
the nomination; and again went on to
win the ballot, polling 85 votes
against 65 for incumbent Edward
Manning. Three delegates spoilt
their votes.
Not to be outdone, Treasurer
General, Givas Maririmba, also wept
uncontrollably
soon after the
announcement of the election result,
which saw him beating Stanlake
Nyakudya by 96 votes to 54.
Maririmba had been earlier put to
task over the association's revolving
fund which was loaned to Gokwe
territory and was yet to be returned.
Secretary General, Wisborne
Malaya, emerged the most popular
figure; whitewashing Debra Mukasa
from Bulawayo after garnering a
staggering 135 votes against the
latter's 18 to retain his position.
However, this will be the last
time the post will be up for grabs as
the congress unanimously agreed on
a constitutional amendment
providing for the Secretary General
to be appointed by the General
Assembly as full time staff.
Another interesting position was
that of National Organiser, which
was won by Maria Masango, who
shocked Tendai Kokera after she
garnered 80 votes against 70 in a race
many believed had caused a lot of
tension going into the congress.
Senator Lillian Timveos was the
surprise inclusion in the newly
elected executive as her nomination
for the post of 2nd Deputy Secretary
General and that of Sibongile
Chakabva, who was vying for the 1st

NEW ZCIEA PRESIDIUM - Lorraine Sibanda, Gift Konjani and Agness Mumba after being elected at the just ended congress

Part of the delegates at the congress

Deputy General's post, both were
uncontested.
Others elected into the new
executive were Sam Sibanda
(Deputy Organiser) and Agnes
Mumba, who eased past Ratidzo
Mupfanechiya to retain her post as 2nd
Vice President.

Speaking after the congress
Alternatives to Neo-Liberalism in
Southern Africa Coordinator,
Timothy Kondo, called for unity of
purpose, saying those elected into
office had not won anything but had
accepted a mandate to lead in the

implementation of the association's
programmes.
“You have not won but received a
mandate to work towards the
implementation of the
recommendations of this congress.
We don't want any factionalism

.....As ZCIEA establishes disability structure
I
Christopher Mahove

n a rare double first, the
Zimbabwe Chamber of
Informal Associations (ZCIEA)
recently adopted a constitutional
amendment which will see the
establishment of a structure for
People Living with Disabilities and
also resolved to affiliate to the
Zimbabwe Congress of Trade
Unions.
Once affiliated, ZCIEA will
become the first informal workers'
organization to be affiliated to the
Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions
since its establishment in 1981.
On the other hand, the amendment,
which was part of a raft of changes
made to the constitution during the
association's third national congress
held in Harare from the 1st to the 2nd of
August, resulted in the first ever
structure of that nature at any trade
union organization in the country.
The ZCIEA General Assembly met
before the Congress to decide on the

items to be amended and then
presented them to Congress, which is
the highest decision making body, to
decide on whether or not to endorse the
amendments.
The congress unanimously agreed
to have the structure of People with
Disabilities, along with the Youth and
Women's structures provided for in the
ZCIEA Constitution.
The Congress also endorsed the
amendment to have the Treasurer
General elected instead of being
appointed by the General Assembly.
The current constitution provided that
the treasurer general be appointed,
previous congresses had always
elected, prompting the association to
change the constitution to go with past
practice.
After a lengthy debate on the
matter, it was agreed that whoever
would be elected should receive
training so that they would be able to
efficiently handle the association's
finances.

The house also adopted by
unanimous decision the amendment to
have the Secretary General appointed
to full time staff.
The congress further adopted a
number of resolutions, which were set
as the five year goals to be
implemented by the incoming
executive. These were as follows:
Develop lobby and advocacy skills
Establish a pension fund
Train at least one paralegal officer
for each territory
Start working towards the
establishment of a ZCIEA bank
Set up information centres in each
territory and train information officers
Plough back 50 percent of
membership contributions to
territories as revolving fund
Work towards linking by-laws to
new constitution and educate members
on the provisions of by laws
To continue with the computer
training programme by having those
trained to also train others

Come up with a deadline for
affiliation to the ZCTU
Train leaders and other members in
sign language to ensure effective
commitment with all members of the
association, including those with a
hearing impairment.
To induct all elected officers at all
structures of the association to ensure
smooth and efficient running of
programmes
Establish a funeral policy
Establish a committee of trustees
for purposes of providing checks and
balances
The following were the elected
executives in the People with
Disablities, Youth and Women
structures
People Living with Disabilities
Chairperson: Ednah SayiKadoma Territory, Vice Chairperson:
July Moyo, Secretary: Solomon
Chivhurunge- Karoi, Vice Secretary:
Rozai Maphosa- Karoi, Treasurer:
Pathani Mlalazi- Chitungwiza,

Organiser: Mazhambe Tavengwa,
Vice Organiser: Milton Mukamuri,
Committee Members: Sibabazo
Bungani, Rachel Bvunzawabaya

2. Youth
Chairperson: Kizito MupungaKwekwe, Vice Chairperson; Elizabeth
Mhlanga- Chipinge, Secretary:
Luckson Wedze, Vice Secretary:
Thokozani Moyo, Organiser: Stanlus
Mutomba, Treasurer; Melody Ndlovu,

3. Women
Chairperson: Charity
M a n d i s h o n a - H a r a r e , Vi c e
Chairperson: Besnart Dube- Hwange,
Secretary: Lydia Maphosa, Vice
Secretary: Molly Mupasa-Bindura,
Organiser: Tendai Gambe-Sanyati,
Vice Organiser: Angeline MugadzaGokwe, Treasurer: Josephine JamesTriangle
NB: All positions in the disabled
structures were by agreement, hence
no ballots took place.
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The greatest betrayal
lawyer. If indeed it is true, then we
have a serious problem in the MDCT. Here is a party that came from the
workers whose lawyers are antiworkers. This is the same problem
labour had with Tendai Biti. Biti
represented employers in the case of
Standard Chartered Bank were
thousands of workers were fired.
As for Chamisa, it was the
greatest betrayal. With 2018
beckoning, it is time workers re-think
on who to vote for. This is true for
the Kuwadzana constituency.
The government, through the
Ministry of labour, is also shedding
crocodile tears over the ruling. But
inwardly, they are elated. Mike
Bimha, Industry and Commerce
Minister has hailed the ruling.
Minister Chinamasa has been calling
for the implementation of flexible

CHIGUMURA

K

UWADZANA Member of
Parliament, Nelson
Chamisa must be inwardly
cursing his gods for his
involvement in the case of Don
Nyamande and Kingstone Donga
v Zuva Petroleum Pvt Ltd (Case
No SC 45/ 2015). On the face of it,
it appears he has done nothing
wrong. Here is a young ambitious
man trying to prove himself in the
legal profession. His name does
not even appear on the Judgment.
For those not in the know, the
Supreme Court ruled that
employers have a common law right
to ter minate an employment
contract by giving three months'
notice and that the employer does
not need to give a reason for
terminating the contract. They
further went on to say that the
e m p l oy e r w i l l n o t p ay a n y
compensation for loss of job and
that the labour Act does not outlaw
the common law.
BUT there is a BIG problem for
Chamisa. The judgment has wiped
out what workers have been fighting
for since 1980. His party, the MDC-T
was formed through the support of
workers. Chamisa tried to deny this,
saying the MDC was formed not
only by workers, but also by students,
academia and even business. True.
But it was the ZCTU infrastructure,
including personnel that was used. I
don't remember students, academia
or even businesses that provided a
single cent during the process of the
formation. That is why workers feel
they have a large stake in the MDC-T.

If Chamisa has conscience, he
could have simply recused himself.
That vocabulary does not exist in
him. Claiming that he was simply
doing his job is utter nonsense.
Would he stand against his mother in
court because he would simply be
doing his job?
But then, the issue goes deeper. I
understand another Zuva lawyer,
Advocate Mpofu is also an MDC

labour market and amendment to the
Labour Act to ensure that employers
hire and fire willy-nilly. We heard the
same sentiments from the Reserve
Bank Governor as well as the
Zimbabwe Revenue Authority chiefs.
If the government is really
concerned, why are companies such
as the NRZ in which it has a stake
firing workers? The next target would
be civil servants. The vultures have
already notified that they want to
reduce the civil service salary bill by
half. This could be their opportunity
because for now they are not obliged
to pay terminal benefits as ruled by
the Supreme Court.
What is happening could prove
to be the waterloo for Zanu PF in
2018. Let us wait and see
FINALLY, I see a number of
formED Zanu PF members who

were booted out for belonging to the
gamatox group are trying to clean
themselves in the eyes of the public.
They include suspended Zanu PF
Harare province youth chair Godwin
Gomwe who was once accused of
leading the notorious Chipangano.
He was at the forefront of terrorizing
the opposition in Mbare. The same is
for Jabulani Sibnda as well as
Didymus Mutasa. Even Joice Mujuru
was not an angel.
The opposition, especially the
MDC-T, must not get excited with
these people. These people are the
right candidates for the International
Criminal Court (ICC) in the Hague.
They have blood in their hands. If
they were still in Zanu PF, they would
still be perpetrating the same crimes.
I bet if Zanu PF calls them back, they
will gladly agree. Let us be careful of
wolves in sheep's skin. Chigumura

NELSON CHAMISA

would use a long wooden
spoon in dining with them…. I
am out of here!

PROCESS OF LEARNING
“People cannot be brought into an organisation to achieve any
kind of common purpose without learning taking place. As a
result learning will change their behaviour in various ways”
(Kennedy and Reid).
People learn through experience in undertaking new tasks and
developing skills. To make them effective they need to be
provided with the right sort of experience and guidance to make
the best use of that experience. Training courses are regarded as
formal way of condensing experience and inputting the right
knowledge, skills and attitudes.
Learning is regarded as a normal process but there is need to
create conducive conditions in which it can take place
effectively.
According to Kennedy and Reid these consists of planned
training interventions, these help individuals make the best use
of their experiences and find out things for themselves, training
interventions help people to help themselves work best .
Basic Learning Theories
1.
REINFORCEMENT – this involves commending
trainees after they have achieved some task, thus motivating
them to extend their learning. The theory of learning that
propagates the concept of reinforcement has been
tremendously influenced by Skinner's, conditioning and social
engineering theories.
2.
C Y B E R N E T I C A N D I N F O R M AT I O N
THEORIES- these suggest that feed back can control
performance just like thermostats controls heating systems.
Cues and stimuli can be reacted to by trainees; these can be
established by means of skills analysis. These can be used to
formulate the basis for training programmes.
3.
COGNITIVE THEORIES – the way in which people
learn to recognise and define problems and experiment to
provide solutions, according to this theory when people
discover things for themselves they are more likely to retain the
skill or knowledge. Cognitive theory is a basis for discovering
or do it yourself learning procedures, this can be achieved in a
workshop where participative methods and techniques are
used, case study training or assimilative sessions, participants
own the conclusions.
4.
EXPERIMENTAL LEARNING – Kolb, Rubin and
McIntyree describe four cycle stages of experimental learning:
a)
The actual experience
b)
Observations and reflections on that experience
c)
The formation of abstract concepts and generalisation
which explain the experience and determine how it will be
applied.
d)
The testing of the implications of the concepts in new
situations and a return to the actual experience.
Written for the September 2015 Publication of the Worker
Newspaper by Gideon Shoko, ZCTU Deputy Secretary
General, Para Legal Certificate, Diploma in Arbitration and
Conciliation, B.Com (Hons) Human Resources, , Industrial
Relations and Labour Management (R.C.U)
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Health workers raise alarm
over plans to privatise sector

National President/Chairman, JOHESU and Medical and Health Workers’ Union of Nigeria, Comrade Biobelemoye Joy Josaiah
(left); President Pharmaceutical Society of Nigeria, Olumide Akintayo; Chairman, Assembly of Healthcare Professional
Associations (AHPA), Dr. Godswill C. Okara and Secretary General, Medical and Health Workers’ Union of Nigeria,
Omokhuale I. Marcus at the Joint Health Sector Unions media briefing in Lagos PHOTO: OSENI YUSUF

T

he workers who include all the
professionals in the health
sector besides doctors, at a
press briefing in Lagos, cautioned
President Muhammadu Buhari that the
proposed healthcare agenda and health
sector restructuring document will not
serve the best interest of Nigeria and
therefore called for a truly broad-based
platform of professional associations
and unions in the health sector to come
up with an impactful health agenda for
the country.
The health workers said it is their
hope that President Muhammadu
Buhari will urgently redress the
myriad of outstanding welfare issues
of health professionals and workers in
Nigeria in the same spirit in the days
ahead.
The health workers said while
global emphasis is being laid on the
promotion of preventive healthcare
through immunisation and control of
vaccine preventable diseases, Nigeria
prefers to import all the vaccines for
routine immunisation.
In another development, the
Nigerian Medical Association (NMA),
Federal Capital Territory (FCT)
Branch has advocated for close
partnership of both the Public and

Private health sectors in Nigeria as a
means to bringing quality and reliable
healthcare to the accessibility of the
people.
Going down memory lane, the
workers said it is on record that
Nigerian medical laboratory scientists
produced millions of doses of
smallpox vaccine in Yaba in the 1960s
and 1970s, which were exported to the
West African sub-region for the
eradication of smallpox. Yellow fever
and rabbis vaccines were similarly
produced in the country. Today,
Nigeria is spending millions of dollars
importing yellow fever and rabbis
vaccines.
They called on Buhari to support
the unions to reactivate the Vaccine
Production Laboratories in Yaba for
the production of vaccines within the
country.
They alleged that the health sector
is one of those sectors placed under the
supervision of Vice President Yemi
Osinbajo and that six doctors including
agents of Western donor agencies in
Lagos State that championed the
commercialisation of health facilities
were charged with the responsibility of
crafting the health policy of the Buhari
administration.

The health workers said one of the
key recommendations of the six-man
committee was to canvass a 'reform of
the Federal Ministry of Health and
reduce the number of agencies from 14
to three based on alignment of scope
and deliverables.'
They alleged that the Buhari
administration has sought views and
position papers on healthcare agenda
from strange templates especially a
particular group of entrepreneurs in
healthcare rather than the true
representatives of healthcare providers
and who are well structured into
various healthcare professional
associations and trade unions.
The health workers further alleged
that the pecuniary motives of the
entrepreneurs in healthcare who
belong to an array of professions and
background remain an inclination to
access funds provided by the
International Finance Corporation
(IFC). “They plan to lord their concept
of privatisation and commercialisation
on the health sector, notwithstanding
the damaging effects it will bring to
consumers of health services and the
economy of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria. It is apt to put on record that
the operatives of International Finance

Corporation who are citizens of
Nigeria have no respect for our laws,”
they said.
The health workers added: “They
insist on a version of reforms in
healthcare that are self-serving in
terms of their narrow commercial
interests and those of their foreign paymasters.
“The team has been canvassing the
agenda of bringing foreign chain retail
promoters in pharmacy practice into
Nigeria for instance.”
The health workers warned of
foreign company domination which
prevents Nigeria from building
capacity through Nigerian providers.
They called on the President to
redress the impending damage the restructuring of healthcare sector will
occasion, in the public interest by
directing appropriate quarters to
embrace rational and home growninitiatives to tackle challenges in the
health sector.
The health unions said some
pressing challenges and distortions in
the sector have lingered for so long and
therefore appealed to Buhari to
urgently call the authorities in the
Federal Ministry of Health and the
management of tertiary hospitals to
order.
They said: “The gross
mismanagement of our hospitals by
some Chief Executives of tertiary
hospitals has assumed an alarming
proportion. A case in point is the
Federal Medical Centre, Owerri. For
over three months, health
professionals and workers, members
of our associations and unions at the
Federal Medical Centre Owerri were
on strike, practically closing down the
hospital for the entire period,
subjecting patients and members of the
public to untold hardship. It is hoped
that the Fact Finding Committee that
was constituted last week would carry
out her assignment expeditiously.
“Many Chief Executives of
hospitals have continued to run our
hospitals as if they are private estates
without government statutory rules
and regulations. Modern healthcare
practice is a multi-professional and
multi-disciplinary endeavour. Any
team is as good as its component
parts.”
The health workers also faulted the
constitution of the members of the 26man Technical Review Committee on
the National Health Act 2014. “Of
more concern is that, representation in
the Technical Review Committee has
not been extended to professional
associations and unions in the health
sector,” they said.
The health workers said the

government must face the reality that
in the context of the National Health
Act 2014, the professional
associations and trade unions in the
health sector constitute major
stakeholders. “Why will they sideline
key stakeholders in fashioning the
implementation of the National Health
Act? It will not augur well for the
sector.”
The petition to Buhari was signed
by: President, National Association of
Nigerian Nurses and Midwives
(NANNM), Comrade Abdulrafiu
Adeniji; President, Pharmaceutical
Society of Nigeria (PSN), Olumide
Akintayo, President, Association of
Nigerian Union of Allied Health
Professionals (NUAHP), Dr. O. C.
Ogbonna; President, Medical
Laboratory Scientists of Nigeria
(AMLSN), Alhaji Toyosi Y. Raheem;
President, Senior Staff Association of
Universities, Teaching Hospitals,
Research Institutes and Associated
Institutions (SSAUTHRIAI), Dr. B. A.
Akintola; President, Association of
Radiographers of Nigeria, Dr. Mark
Okeji among others.
Speaking at the NMA Annual
General Conference, with the theme
'Re-defining Medicine' in Abuja,
yesterday, Chairman, Nigerian
Medical Association, FCT, Dr. Zainab
Mairami, stated that the Federal
Government of Nigeria should explore
the need for the Public Private
Partnership initiatives (PPP), stressing
that the hospitals where Nigerian
troops go to in developed countries are
private sector driven.
Her words: “We implore the
government of Nigeria to explore the
option of encouraging world class
medical practice in Nigeria through
the Public Private Partnership
initiative, whereas those mega
hospitals Nigerian troops go to in
developed countries are private sector
driven and one reassuring fact is that
most of those hospitals abroad have
Nigerian doctors as their principal
doctors.”
She explained that medical
practice has become very dynamic and
patterns of disease burden in
developing countries are changing,
noting the need to reduce the rate of
medical tourism as it leads to
avoidable economic lavish.
Mairami further stated that
medical doctors in the country need
rebranding as the association is ready
to reengineer, reboot, reformat,
refocus and recreate a better image,
teamwork and camaraderie among
healthcare workers.

Public sector wage signing off, unions ponder $4,000 per month offer
SALARY negotiations between the
Government and Jamaica
Confederation of Trade Unions (JCTU)
member unions have hit a troublesome
patch as workers rationalise
Government's $4,000 per month pay
offer to the public service.
Some unions leaders have been
having trouble selling the package in
cases where the membership includes
lower-paid workers, whose percentage
increase has been boosted by the dollar
figure, and those at higher levels whose
percentage increase has diminished.
But, minister with responsibility for
the public sector, Horace Dalley, insists
that both sides are only ensuring that
they are comfortable with every item
included in the draft Heads of
Agreement he sent to them on Friday.
"We have clarified all the concerns
and we have addressed all the issues that
are outstanding. I have to be satisfied
that their concerns are addressed, and
our concerns are addressed, and I expect
to get their response tomorrow (today),"

he told the Jamaica Observer last
night.
Dalley and the JCTU umbrella
unions are expected to meet tomorrow
to finalise the draft.
Meanwhile, today's scheduled
signing of the Heads of Agreement at
Jamaica House is off, due to the failure
of the parties to finalise the contract.
What might have been originally
perceived by Dalley as a visionary
move to resolve the impasse, seems to
be fast becoming a nightmarish
conclusion to the four-month-old
negotiations.
"There is a need to ease the
pressure on the workers, and the
Government has to find a way to keep
up its end of the bargain," spokesman
for the JCTU team, Keith Comrie, told
the Observer yesterday.
Asked whether that means the
talks have broken down, Comrie said:
"If they can have some mercy on us it
will succeed."
The Observer learnt yesterday that

at least five of the 11 trade unions
negotiating with Government under the
JCTU umbrella are having problems
selling the idea of a $4,000-per month
increase across the board in the first year
of a new two-year contract to their
members, especially in case where there
is a huge gap between those at the lowerpaid end and workers at the top of the
scale.
The five unions include Comrie's
Union of Schools, Agriculture and
Allied Workers (USAAW), which
represents ancillary workers at public
schools, including the grounds staff, as
well as administrative staff, including
bursars. The salary gaps in these
instances are creating a headache for the
unions in a similar position because
some members will get more than the
four per cent offer which preceded the
$4,000 across-the-board offer, while
others stand to get much less.
Comrie explained that, like the
Jamaica Civil Service Association
(JCSA), he had hoped for an

improvement in allowances for the
higher-paid staff to reduce the gap, but
with little success so far.
Now he says that the unions which
are in the same position are suggesting
Government pays the $4,000 up to a
certain pay scale level, and pay the
percentage increase beyond that level.
But, as Comrie conceded, that would
cost the Government more than the price
tag on the current offer.
Senior vice-president of the
Bustamante Industrial Trade Union
(BITU), Wesley Nelson, says his
concern is that workers employed in
profitable State-run entities and
agencies will be restricted to the $4,000
per month, while the entities enjoy huge
profits.
"We are not interested in a contract
without the condition that profitable
Government bodies must offer
increases on the basis of their ability to
pay," he said.
The Observer understands that
USAAW, BITU, JCSA, the Union of

Technical, Administrative and
Supervisory Personnel, and the United
Union of Jamaica are demanding
additional improvements to the offer
before any agreement.
The National Workers Union,
Jamaica Association of Local
Government Officers, the Jamaica
Union of Public Officers and Public
Employees, the Jamaica Workers
Union, and the University and Allied
Workers Union have not made any
public response to the Government's
offer.
The Jamaica Teachers' Association
and the Nurses' Association of Jamaica
are members of the JCTU but have
opted to negotiate outside the umbrella
group. The teachers have already
dismissed the $4,000 across-the-board
offer.
The trade unions are hoping for a
meeting with Dalley before the week
closes in order to make a formal
repsonse to the draft Heads of
Agreement.
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Resolving the country's debt crisis
Zimbabwe's debt situation remains
an impediment to both external
sustainability and economic
development. The country is in debt
distress with large external payment
arrears, against a context of limited
fiscal space. Total public debt
comprises of an external debt of
US$7,225million and, domestic debt
of US$1,171 million. Of the
US$7.225 million external debt, the
stock of accumulated arrears
accounts for 81 per cent of the total
external debt. External debt has
continued to outgrow exports as
shown by the external debt to export
ratio which increased from 168 per
cent in 2000 to 380 per cent in 2009
declining to 225 per cent in 2013 and
200 per cent by 2014.
The high external debt to export ratio
is of great concern because of its
negative effects on investment and
savings. The high ratio points to
potential debt servicing problems,
because most of the cash required to
service foreign debt largely comes
from export earnings. The high debtto-exports ratio also points to the fact
that Zimbabwe's debt is
unsustainable and likely unrepayable.
The debt overhang has also
significantly downgraded the
country's credit rating, constraining
access to concessional financing and
to international capital markets. The
high public debt burden has been
further exacerbated by the structural
w eaknes s es inh erent in the
Zimbabwean economy such as lack
of diversified export base and
declining terms of trade and
competitiveness, which make it
difficult for the country to adjust to
changing world demand for tradable
goods and changing production
patterns. These structural
weaknesses have constrained the
country's ability to generate high and
sustainable growth that is necessary
to mitigate and even forestall
needless debts and their attendant
problems.
William Easterly a renowned
development economics professor
has noted that highly indebted poor
countries became highly indebted
mainly because of poor policies, not
because of external shocks or wars.
This is partly true for Zimbabwe as
well although exogenous factors
also played a key role. At
independence Zimbabwe inherited a
debt of USD700 million. The first
decade of independence saw the
stock of debt increasing markedly as
the government sought financing for
social and physical investments to
achieve equity and redress colonial
imbalances.
The adoption of the Economic
Structural Adjustment Programme
(ESAP) further exacerbated the
country's indebtedness. A number of
internal factors also contributed to
the debt crisis.
These factors include: the
unbudgeted for war victims and
veterans compensation as well as the
DRC war among others. In the year
2000 the Bretton Woods Institutions
suspended further lending to
Zimbabwe as a result of failure to
service arrears. The quasi fiscal
activities undertaken by the RBZ
between 2007 and 2009 by the
Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe also
adversely affected the debt situation.
Furthermore, declining output and
escalating current account deficits
led to increasing debt accumulation
and rising debt servicing
obligations.
Professor Ayittey argues that,
Africa's debt crisis originated from
three basic missteps which are all
equally relevant to Zimbabwe. First,
many of the loans were simply
consumed and therefore did not
generate the returns needed to repay

the loans. Consumption loans were
borrowed to finance recurrent
expenditures such as paying civil
servants' salaries, import of consumer
goods and purchase of arms and
ammunition. Use of the loans did not
produce any foreign exchange
earnings. Second, the loans were
invested in projects that turned out to
be hopelessly unproductive. Africa
has more than 3000 state enterprises,
majority of them being 'white
elephants'.
These enterprises, set up with
foreign loans, were supposed to earn
or save the foreign exchange needed
to service the loan. Instead, they
racked up losses upon losses, used up
additional foreign exchange and
compounded the debt crisis. Third,
many foreign loans were contracted
under dubious and corrupt
circumstances.
When a country's debt service
burden is so heavy that a large portion
of its current output accrues to foreign
lenders and consequently creates
disincentive to invest, it results in
debt overhang. The debt overhang
hypothesis suggests that if there is
some likelihood in the future that
external debt will be larger than the
country's repayment ability, then, the
expected debt service costs would
discourage further domestic and
foreign investment and harm
economic growth. Investors would be
less willing to incur costs today for
increased output in the future, as the
additional output would be used to
meet external debt servicing
demands.
High debt service burden
increases expected future taxes on the
private sector and lowers private
investment. In addition, debt
overhang can worsen economic
performance by changing the quality
of investment when quick-yielding
projects are preferred to higher value
long-term.
Another consequence of high
public debt is the crowding-out effect.
High debt service payments put great
pressure on budgets, leading to rising
fiscal deficits in the highly indebted
countries. The stiff demand of high
debt service payments on the budget
results in forced reductions in public
spending, thus “crowding out”
spending on education and health
care. Servicing of external debt also
crowds out domestic investment.
Multilateral institutions and
creditor countries have come up with
several debt management initiatives.
In 1987, the Venice terms were
introduced for the poorest countries
that were undertaking adjustments.
Several countries benefited from this
rescheduling arrangement, which
provided for lower interest rates, and
larger payments and grace periods.
The Toronto terms succeeded the
Venice terms in June 1988 and were
made available for the low income,
heavily indebted International
Development Association (IDA)
countries only.
This arrangement provided
lower interest rates, further
lengthening of maturities and partial
debt service write-offs that could
provide about 33 percent debt service
relief. The Houston terms were
proposed in July 1990 for middle
income countries and allowed for
deferral of payments, rather than debt
reduction.
The London terms were
formulated in 1991 to provide 50
percent debt service reduction as well
as other enhancements that could
ensure more even spread of debt
service payments. The Naples terms
were adopted in December 1994 for
the poorest and most indebted
countries. They provided up to 67
percent debt relief on the present
value (PV) of the debt.
During the period 1980 to 1986,

not less than 22 African countries
negotiated debt rescheduling under
the Paris and London Clubs. The large
number of rescheduling within these
few years and their frequency reveal a
serious problem of debt servicing by
many African countries. African
countries have gone through
numerous rescheduling arrangements
but these initiatives have failed to
restore debt sustainability or reverse
the growth of debt stock.
Rescheduling did not provide debt
burden relief, but merely postponed
debt service payments while at the
same time increased the debt burden
by applying market-related interest
rates.
The HIPC initiative was
introduced in 1996. Though the
HIPC initiative provided total debt
cancellation to some of the highly
indebted poor countries it however

proved inadequate to sustainably deal
with Africa's external debt burden.
There were also a number of concerns
in terms of the design and
implementation of the HIPC
initiative. The eligibility for debt
reduction was too closely linked to
performance under the IMF/World
Bank economic reform programs that
had previously failed. Importantly
very few countries were viewed as
sufficiently impoverished or indebted
to qualify.
Also the criteria for eligibility
and debt sustainability still required
poor countries to divert scarce
resources away from vital human
needs and investment in authentic
development.
Lastly the time frame for
receiving debt relief was too deemed
too long as countries had to establish a
good track record for implementing
IMF reforms for three years before
receiving bilateral debt relief from
creditor governments. A number of
critiques argued that HIPC was aimed
at strengthening and legitimizing the
discredited structural adjustment
policies imposed by the World Bank
and the IMF.
In 1999 an enhanced version
(HIPC II) was adopted making it
easier for countries to meet the
qualifying conditions, including
implementing World Bank and IMF
structural adjustment programs.
HIPC II was designed to provide
faster, deeper and broader debt relief
and strengthen the link between debt
relief, poverty reduction and social
policies. In order to deal with debt
problems of non-HIPC countries, the
Paris Club approved in October 2003
the Evian approach.
The Evian approach was
designed to improve Paris Club
capacity to deal efficiently with the
debt of non-HIPCs. Its aim was to
take into account debt sustainability
considerations; given that Paris Club
standard treatments have not been
able to address debt sustainability
problems and could lead to debtor
countries bearing, unsustainable debt
into cycles of debt rescheduling. It is
supposed to tailor Paris Club debt
treatments to the financial needs of
the debtor countries over time and
contribute to the efforts of resolving
crisis more orderly, timely and
predictably.
The Multilateral Debt Relief
Initiative (MDRI) was launched in
June 2005 by the G8 to reduce further
the debt of HIPCs and provide
additional resources to help them

meet the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs). The MDRI is
separate from the HIPC initiative but
linked to it in terms of operation.
Under the MDRI, the multilateral
institutions - IMF, IDA and African
Development Bank (AfDB) provide
100 percent debt relief on eligible
debts to countries that have reached
completion point under the HIPC
initiative.
HIPC initiative and MDRI relief
have significantly lowered debt
ratios in beneficiary countries, but
other economic fundamentals and
circumstances remain unchanged.
IMF and IDA acknowledge that the
HIPC's project and debt management
capacities remain generally weak.
Without a doubt, efforts pursued to
find solutions to Africa's
indebtedness are at best been
inadequate.
Arrears clearance is a
prerequisite for full engagement and
ability to borrow from the
International Financial Institutions
(IFIs). Zimbabwe is currently not
HIPC eligible and as the list was
closed in 2005 the process would
have to be reopened for Zimbabwe to
be included. A clear legal framework
and debt management system
covering external and domestic debt,
management of existing debt and
new borrowing, and all issues
surrounding contingent liabilities
should be developed.
The legal framework should
clearly state who is able to contract
new borrowing on behalf of the state
and for what purpose; evaluation and
due process requirements;
accountability and sanctions for
failure; involvement of parliament
and civil society in oversight
functions. This is to ensure effective
and efficient utilization of present
and future public resources so as to
prevent waste and inefficiencies.
There is need for a National Debt
Strategy, based on a technical debt
sustainability analysis, which is then
validated through consultation with
civil society.
For effective debt management
it is crucial to have a firm political
commitment and will to sound debt
management, especially adhering to
legal and accountability
frameworks.
There is also a need for close
coordination among many
government agencies, to ensure
coherence with overall policies for
economic growth and poverty
reduction, especially in the analysis
of whether debt is sustainable and
what new loans or debt should be
contracted. There should also be
participation of all key stakeholders
including civil society and
accountability as well.
There should be effective
consultation of parliament and key
stakeholders on new borrowing and
public spending. We therefore
urgently need independent and
strong institutions that promote
social dialogue on key issues such as
public debt.
The government should also
undertake an audit (review) of each
of the projects for which the debts
and loans were incurred. This would
enable the government to truly verify
the genuineness or otherwise of the
debts and to see what percentage of
the debt is odious.
Granted, debt overhang
constitutes a major obstacle, it is only
a symptom of the broader political,
structural and economic challenges
inherent in the economy. As a part
and a symptom of the broader
challenges, these broader issues must
be fundamentally tackled as part of a
sustainable debt strategy. For
instance the lack of diversification
and competitiveness of the economy
and the high country/political risk

are major constraints to both
sustainable poverty reduction and
debt strategy. Without addressing
the risk and uncertainty inherent in
the economy, it is difficult to stem
capital flight, and prevent future
indebtedness. Zimbabwe needs to
learn from the East Asian countries
that adopted and implemented
successful industrial policies and
export-oriented strategies.
Consumption imports that lead to
indebtedness should be
discouraged and curtailed. Instead
the nation should import
investment goods that can be used
i n t h e p r o d u c t i o n s e c t o r,
particularly for adding value to
primary products before
exportation. This would contribute
in reversing the unfavourable terms
of trade. Further, it will not only
increase GDP but also boost
exports which are necessary for
debt repayments.
Government should
vigorously pursue sound economic
policy and political reforms, not
just as an attempt to meet the
requirements of donors for debt
reduction, but as a fundamental
national imperative. Such reforms
should address the poor state of
infrastructure, enforce the rule of
law and minimize the risks and
uncertainties associated with the
economic environment.
Measures are needed not just
to reduce debt per se, but most
importantly to restore sustainable
growth, alleviate poverty, and
eventually restore the capacity of
the country to pursue normalized
relationships with official and
commercial creditors in a context
of strengthened country
creditworthiness. A stable political
environment is very important
essential for improved export
earnings and reduced consumption
imports which in turn translate into
a trade surplus. In turn, the trade
surplus would lead to a reduction in
the current account deficit and
ultimately an improvement in the
debt burden.
More importantly while loans
from the IFIs can be crucial
however no country can
sustainably develop on the basis of
IMF and World Bank loans.
Development has to be internally
driven and auto centric. The East
Asian tigers, China, India and
Vietnam demonstrate this truism.
What these loans have done in most
developing countries is to
perpetuate the dependency
syndrome and further indebt those
countries.
We have a lot of resources that
we could leverage to create fiscal
space for development. All
countries that have developed have
taken responsibility for their
actions. Development is not a
miracle.
Development is internallyinduced and never external. It has
to be generated from within and
cannot be foisted from outside. The
Americans or Chinese cannot
develop you. What interest is it of
theirs to do so?
Actually what they do is to
k i c k a w a y t h e l a d d e r.
Development is the natural
outcome of consistency in doing
the right things over and over.
Focus, discipline and
determination are important. As a
nation we should also have a
clearly defined and enunciated
national version. The Bible says
“…A people without a vision
perishes.”
Prosper Chitambara is a
PhD (Economics) Candidate at
Wits University.
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Zuva Petroleum judgment
and the rights of workers
T

he purpose of this article is to
merely bring to the attention of
the workers judgments that have
negatively impacted upon their rights of
as workers. The article will not analyse
these judgments but merely to summarise
them for easy of understanding.
The first judgment is that of Kundai
Magodora and Others v Care International
Zimbabwe SC24/14. Previouly, the popular
view has always been that the repeated
renewal of a contract of employment in itself
creates a legitimate expectation. In the
Magodora case, the stated that:
“I now turn to the argument that the
continual renewal of fixed term contracts
over a period of time creates a legitimate
expectation of re-employment or permanent
employment. This position, in its essence,
was rejected by this Court in the
Shamuyarira's case (supra), the material
facts of which are virtually identical to those
in the present matter.
My reading of s 12B(3)(b) of the Act
does not give me any ground for departing
from that decision. The plain meaning of
that provision is that the employee on a
contract of fixed duration must have had a
legitimate expectation of being re-engaged
upon its termination and that he was
supplanted by another person who was
engaged in his stead.
These requirements are patently
conjunctive and the mere existence of an
expectation without the concomitant
engagement of another employee does not
suffice. I do not think that the courts are at
large, in reliance upon principles derived
from international custom or instruments, to
strike down the clear and unambiguous
language of an Act of Parliament.
In any event, international conventions
or treaties do not form part of our law unless
they are specifically incorporated therein,
while international customary law is not
internally cognisable where it is inconsistent
with an Act of Parliament. See s 111B of the
former Constitution and ss 326 and 327 of
the current Constitution.”
What the Supreme Court has in fact
done is to make it clear that a repeated
renewal of contracts do not create a
legitimate expectation. Previously, it has
always been the idea that a repeated renewal
of contracts of employment creates a regular
practice which can be the basis of a claim for
legitimate expectation.
This idea can be noted in M. Gwisai,
Labour and Employment Law in Zimbabwe
under Neo-Colonial Liberalism ZLC 2000
p.177-183 that if a decision maker, either
through the application of a regular practice
or through an express promise, leads those
affected legitimately to expect that he/she

will decide in a particular way, then that
expectation is protected and the decisionmaker cannot ignore it when making a
decision. Administrator, Transvaal Club v
Traub (1989) 10 ILJ 823(A).Taylor v
Minister of Higher Education & Anor 1996
(2) ZLR 772(S).Malunga & Ors v PTC S
117-99. PTC v Managerial Employees
Workers Committee 1998(1) ZLR 444(H).
The second judgment is that of
Madhatter Mining Company v Marvellous
Tapfuma SC51/14. In this case, the court
dealt with the issue of quantification of
damages in lieu of reinstatement. These are
damages which are paid to an employee in
the event that the relationship between the
two parties would have irretrievably broken
down such that reinstatement would no
longer be an option.
Traditionally, damages in lieu of
reinstatement are considered to be
composed of back pay and damages. The
back pay would cover the period from the
date of dismissal or suspension whichever is
the case up to the date the order of
reinstatement is made.
The second leg of the damages would
t h e n b e
calculated
based on the
number of
years that it
would take
f o r t h e
dismissed
employee to
f i n d
alternative
employment.
That back pay
is paid up to the date the order of
reinstatement was made can be noted from
the case of Redstar Wholesalers v
Edmore Mabika SC52/05 wherein it was
held that:
“The entitlement of the respondent to
back pay was not in issue. It was common
cause that the reinstatement ('being with full
salary and benefits') was to have
retrospective effect. See Oliver Chiriseri v
Plan International SC 56/2002; Kuda
Madyara v Globe & Phoenix Industries
(Private) Limited t/a Renco Mine SC
63/2002.
What is in issue is the date to which the
back-pay was payable. It has been decided
by this Court that the relevant date, namely
the date to which back-pay should be
payable is the date on which the order of
reinstatement is made.
In the Chiriseri
case, supra, this Court stated at p 7 of the
cyclostyled judgment:
"However, there is no basis for
awarding the appellants back-pay and

benefits in respect of the period after 29
March, 1995, the date on which the order of
reinstatement was issued."
That the damages would also be
calculated based on the period that it would
take one to find alternative employment is
well established in our law.
The Madhatter case has clearly laid out
that back pay and damages run concurrently.
That is to say, they must be assessed within
the same period. The court stated that:
“The appellant argues that the consent
order agreed between the parties is not to be
read differently in terms of its effect, from
the principle of law established and
confirmed in a long line of authorities on the
subject of damages in lieu of reinstatement.
The principle in question is set out in s
89(2)(c)(iii) of the Labour Act (Chapter
28:01) which states that damages may be
awarded to the employee concerned as an
alternative to his reinstatement or
employment.
An analysis of the authorities referred to
suggest to me as follows; (1) a person is
wrongfully dismissed; (2) he or she
successfully petitions the court for
reinstatement or where that is no longer
possible for any
r e a s o n ,
damages in lieu
o
f
reinstatement.
( 3 ) s u c h
damages would
consist of salary
arrears or wages
for the relevant
period reckoned
from the date of
the wrongful
dismissal and may also include
compensation for any loss to which he was
entitled, which he was deprived of as a result
of the wrong termination. Judgment No. SC
51/14 Civil Appeal No. SC 299/12 9 What is
eminently clear from this analysis is that
damages in lieu of reinstatement become
due and are to be reckoned from the date of
an employee's wrongful dismissal.
Further, that in relation to the period
from and during which the damages are to be
assessed, no distinction is made between the
salary arrears and benefits on the one hand,
and damages proper on the other. All must be
assessed within the same period albeit
varying time periods and considerations
peculiar to the assessment in question may
apply”
In dealing with the fact that damages
and back pay cannot be entertained
separately and that back pay would run from
the date of dismissal to the date the order of
reinstatement would be made, the court in

the above case went on to hold as follows:
“The respondent argues that damages in
lieu of reinstatement must be reckoned
prospectively from the date on which such
reinstatement, by order of the court, could
have taken place.
By arguing thus, the respondent is
effectively urging this court to separate the
periods during which salary arrears and
benefits on the one hand, and any damages
on the other, are to be assessed. As stated
above, this approach would run counter to
and does not find support in the law and
established authorities on this subject.
In particular, the approach that the
respondent advocates and which the court a
quo adopted, effectively suggests that until a
dispute of this nature is finally resolved, no
matter how long it might take, the employee
is not obliged to do anything to mitigate his
loss. The authorities are very clear on the
point that the employee is legally obliged to
mitigate his loss by looking for a job from
the date of his unlawful dismissal.”
The third judgment which has received
so much attention is that of Don Nyamande
and Another v Zuva Petroleum. The
Supreme Court stated in this case that an
employer has a right to terminate a contract
of employment on notice in terms of the
common law. it found that section 12B of the
Labour Act did not alter this common law
position and that an employer can still
exercise the common law right.
Previously, it had been thought that an
employer cannot terminate an employee's
contract without cause. Where an employee
would have committed misconduct, the
employer was then supposed to terminate
the contract by dismissing the employee in
terms of an employment code in the event
that the employee would have been found
guilty of a dismissible offence.
Where the employer would no longer be
requiring the services of an employee due to
organisational changes, the employer was
then bound to retrench the employee. The
Supreme Court decision therefore meant
that the employers would not waste their
time and resources conducting a hearing or
retrenching an employee. They would
simply terminate the contract on notice.
The above mentioned three judgments
have therefore negatively impacted upon the
rights of the employees particularly the
Zuva Petroleum case. It is to be seen if there
would be amendments to the Labour Act or
if the appeal which has been filed at the
Constitutional Court will reverse the
decision. The position of employees who
have since had their contracts terminated
will also need to be addressed as well.

JUDICIAL MISCARRIAGE: A threat to society and state security
From Page 4
from the employee’s damages, an
amount earned by the employee
from selling tomatoes imagine. As
a result most employers no longer
reinstate an unlawfully dismissed
employee opting to buy him or her
out of employment. The Supreme
Court placed the burden on the
worker to prove whilst the culprit
that broke the law by firing the
employee is smiling.
The following among others is a
summary of the implications of the
Supreme Court decision to our
society:
It creates uncertainty, or
insecurity as to the duration of
employment.
As workers lose their jobs en

masse
Government is going to
lose revenue in the form of Pay as
You Earn (PAYE) and will
obviously fail to meet its
operational requirements as well as
meeting social services.
As PAYE is depleted, the Value
Added Tax will also be eroded as
workers will not have disposable
income.
The same industries are going to
suffer a low demand of goods as
disposable income dwindles due to
loss of jobs.
Pensions Schemes both private
and public will be affected as
workers lose their jobs.
A lack of access to social
protection and benefits usually
associated with full time

employment has been lost.
The decision undermines
collective bargaining as workers
representatives and trade unions are
undermined, loose membership,
become weak thereby tilting the
bargaining power to the employer.
The general condition of fear and
insecurity also dissuade workers
from joining trade unions, leaving
them even more vulnerable to
precarious work arrangements.
Communities will also be in
unstable and insecure situations,
disrupting their life planning
options and as large numbers of
people are unemployed, social
unrest may occur in the country
including criminal activities.
This is a recipe for political

instability as disgruntled workers
will turn against their government
for failure to protect them. The Arab
Springs is such an example.
Gender segregation is also part
of the system. Women have
historically suffered workplace
discrimination which includes
sexual harassment. Failing to
protect jobs will be perpetuating
discrimination.
The entire labour dispute
machinery including the Labour
Court and the Supreme Court have
been indirectly closed as no sane
employer will choose to go to court
with such matters.
As large numbers of people
loose employment and industry is
closed the state has an obligation to

provide for their needs and if it fails,
it is digging its own grave.
The judiciary must use human
rights instrument as tools of
interpretations and stop
compromising state security by
throwing people on the streets.
Government must also wake up and
protect workers otherwise another
industrial revolution is in the
making.
Zakeyo Mutimutema is a
Labour Law expert with a
Masters Degree in Labour Law
from the University of Cape
Town (UCT). He is also an
advisor to the Zimbabwe
Congress of Trade Unions.
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Resurgent Zimbabwe seek series win
Z

imbabwe's rollicking chase
in Sunday's first ODI was
the ideal start to the series.
It heaped pressure on the
favourites, New Zealand, and
showed that the gap between the
two sides, particularly in
Zimbabwean conditions, wasn't as
wide as originally perceived.
For New Zealand, the defeat
revealed a possible lack of depth in
bowling resources. While Tim
Southee and Trent Boult are worldclass new-ball operators in most parts
of the world, Sunday's second-string
seam attack looked a little one-note
and lacking in guile on a surface
without too much help for the quicks.
They will have learned a few things
from the loss, though, and the second
ODI is an opportunity for them to
reveal a couple of new tricks.
Otherwise, there isn't too much
wrong with this New Zealand side.
Their batting is full of class and
experience, and will test Zimbabwe's
bowlers again.
Zimbabwe's performance with
the ball on Sunday - a good start with
the new ball, a struggle for wickets in
the middle overs, and a complete loss
of control at the death - was a repeat of
the pattern that has troubled them all
year, and solutions still remain
elusive. If anything, the exploits of
Craig Ervine and Hamilton
Masakadza deflected attention away
from the issue.
But the win validated the

statement the team management has
made on multiple occasions recently,
that Zimbabwe are only a couple of
steps from translating their potential
into more consistent performances.
On Sunday, their batsmen kept their
heads, trusted their methods, and
handled the crunch moments
brilliantly. Zimbabwe's fans will hope
they can do all those things a lot more
often.
Players to watch
Having sat out the last two ODIs
and the one-off T20 against India,
Tinashe Panyangara slotted back into
the Zimbabwe side and bowled with
impressive control on Sunday. He
moved the new ball, and bowled
intelligent lines at the death even
while the other bowlers leaked plenty.
In a bowling attack that often lets
teams off the hook after strong starts,
there will be pressure on Panyangara
to maintain his level of performance
and keep New Zealand in check.
Nathan McCullum was New
Zealand's only wicket-taker in the
first ODI, and his dismissals of the
Zimbabwe openers showed off his
craft and guile perfectly. He will want
more support from the rest of the
attack, but he will continue to
shoulder a large part of the wickettaking burden on a Harare surface that
always has something in it for the
spinners.

ZPC Kariba support struggling Chidzambwa
ZPC Kariba has said Sunday
Chidzambwa's job is safe for now
despite a horrible start to his tenure
as the side's coach.
The veteran coach had not won
the four games he has been in
charge of the club after managing
three losses and a draw.
Chidzambwa took the ZPC
Kariba reigns after a 16-year
absence from coaching local
clubs.
He has however received strong
backing from the club despite a
poor run of form.
ZPC Kariba spokesperson
SUNDAY CHIDZAMBWA
Fadzai Chisveto said they are not
panicking and will be patient with Chidzambwa.
“There is no need to panic at this stage. We will give the coach time to
do his work,” Chisveto said.
“He inherited the team and he is trying to implement his methods of
play. He just needs time to sort out his team.
“It would not be the right thing for us to start giving him pressure now.
He just needs time and we believe in him.”
Chidzambwa took over the reins from Saul Chaminuka who was fired
earlier into the season.
Chaminuka almost won the league title last season with ZPC Kariba
who were in their maiden top-flight league term.

MANDIGORA BACKS NDIRAYA

F

ORMER Dynamos
coach David Mandigora
has thrown his weight
on his successor Tonderayi
Ndiraya to succeed.
Mandigora was fired last
month and his assistant Ndiraya
took over the reins on an interim
basis.
Ndiraya has been handed the
target to lift the league title so that
he can be given a permanent job.
DAVID MANDIGORA
His predecessor Mandigora
said he believes the youthful coach can take Dynamos to greatness.
“I have worked with Tonde very well and I respect his capabilities.
I know he can do great things with Dynamos,” Mandigora said.
“I believe he can go all the way to win the league title. He is a good
young coach and deserves this chance he has got.
“I can point out him as one of the good coaches I have worked with
in my coaching career. I wish him the best.”
It is the first time for Ndiraya to be head coach of a PSL team.
(Supersoprt)

Zimbabwe-NewZealand in action

Team news
Christopher Mpofu went for 84
from his 10 overs in the first ODI, and
his place in the Zimbabwe attack
might be under threat from Neville
Madziva, who picked up six wickets
in two ODIs against India.
Zimbabwe (probable): 1 Chamu
Chibhabha, 2 Hamilton Masakadza,
3 Craig Ervine, 4 Elton Chigumbura
(capt), 5 Sean Williams, 6 Sikandar
Raza, 7 Regis Chakabva, 8 Graeme
Cremer, 9 Prosper Utseya , 10
Tinashe Panyangara, 11 Christopher
Mpofu/Neville Madziva

James Neesham's seam-up
looked ineffective in the first ODI,
and while his batting is his primary
skill, New Zealand might be tempted
to go with an extra spin option and
choose George Worker ahead of him.
Matt Henry looked out of rhythm too,
and Adam Milne could take his place.
New Zealand (probable): 1
Martin Guptill, 2 Tom Latham, 3
Kane Williamson (capt), 4 Ross
Taylor, 5 Grant Elliott, 6 James
Neesham/George Worker, 7 Luke
Ronchi, 8 Nathan McCullum, 9
Mitchell McClenaghan, 10 Matt

Henry/Adam Milne, 11 Ish Sodhi
Stats and trivia
Martin Guptill needs 56 runs to
become the tenth New Zealander to
make 4000 ODI runs
Four Zimbabwe batsmen likely
to play the second ODI - Chamu
Chibhabha, Elton Chigumbura, Sean
Williams and Craig Ervine - have 40plus averages this year. Of the four,
only Chibhabha has a strike rate
below 100
Elton Chigumbura is three big
hits away from becoming the first
Zimbabwe batsman to 100 ODI sixes

High time coaches
and players form
a Union
The Worker, AUGUST
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Mafu sees Highlanders’
confidence return

HIGHLANDERS coach Bongani Mafu is seeing a
new confidence in his boys after the Bulawayo side
finally beat Dynamos in the ZNA Commander
Charities final at Rufaro Stadium on Sunday, winning
1-0.
Obadiah Tarumbwa scored the winner after 50
minutes of play slotting home after a defensive mix up
between Dynamos goalkeeper Artwell Mukandi and
his defence.
They lost 3-2 in a league match and drew the
reverse 1-1 at Barbourfields. Before that they had lost

1-0 in the Bob91 Super Cup final.
The last cup victory for Bosso came in the 2011
Independence Trophy final at the National Sports
Stadium when Highlanders won 4-2 on penalties.
Then, they were under Mkhuphali Masuku.
But, they came right this time holding on for 40
minutes of the second half to walk away with their first
silverware of the season and $12,000 in cash.
“We have to enjoy this victory while it lasts, it has
been a very long time,” said Mafu.
“The win is very good for the players; it's
something that they have worked very hard for and
they deserve it.
“We have long suffered and I think this victory
should give the boys a chance to at least smile about
something.”
Highlanders play How Mine this weekend as the
Castle Lager Premier Soccer League resumes after a
break to allow the Under 23 side to play South Africa
in an Olympic qualifier.
“This is the kind of confidence I have been
preaching to the boys since I started at Highlanders
and I knew they would come right.
“But it would be of no use if we can't carry it
forward in the league matches, especially at
Barbourfields,' Mafu added.
Mafu threw Dynamos off-course when he had
intimated on Thursday that he will field a second string
side but turned up with a near full strength team that
had Tarumbwa, Felix Chindungwe, Edmore
Muzanenhamo, Webster Chingodza and King Nadolo.
But he also gave playing time to young defender
Honest Moyo, anchorman Tendai Ngulube and
Rahman Kutsanzira, who have been playing off the
bench this season.
Dynamos new coach Tonderayi Ndiraya, who took
over from David Mandigora on Friday, blamed the
loss on defensive errors.
But the Dynamos fans will not forgive him that

Court throws out
Youth Games case
BY MUSA MAKINA
LABOUR court judge justice
Moya Matshanga has struck off
the roll with costs, a matter
involving the AUSC Region 5
under 20 youth games and its
former employee Ronnie Dube
saying the matter was not
properly before the Labour
Court.
The Applicants who are the
Youth games organizers were
represented by V Majoko (Legal
Practitioner) while the
respondent, Ronnie Dube who
was the games director of finance,
administration and operations
was represented by- L Mguni
Legal Practitioners The African
youth games which took place in
December last year were hosted
by Bulawayo.
On the 17th of November 2014,
the applicant wrote a letter
suspending the respondent on
allegations that he had violated
certain work procedure. Further
on 26th November 2014, another
letter affirming the letter of the
17th November, and further

indicating that the suspension was
without pay and benefits. The
matter went to conciliation and
subsequently to arbitration after the
employer failed to hear it.
He further awarded that the
applicant should be reinstated to his
former position without loss of pay
and benefits. The arbitrator also
awarded further that if the
respondent (now applicant) intends
to proceed with the disciplinary
matter, it can proceed in terms of the
provisions of the law.
That award aggrieved the applicant
who then appealed to the court on the
grounds of appeal that the arbitrator
erred in law in failing to satisfy
himself whether the parties before
him were employer and employee.
The applicant also argued that the
arbitrator erred in law in entertaining
the mater when it was not properly
before him as internal proceedings
had not been exhausted.
“The arbitrator erred in holding that
the suspension of the respondent was
a nullity and also holding that the
appellant conceded that the
suspension of the 17th November
2014 was a nullity,” the applicant

said adding that as a result he sought
relief that the arbitral award be set
aside.
The respondent however opposed
the grounds of appeal arguing the
notice of appeal filed by the
appellant on the 23rd of April is null
and void as it is based on grounds not
cognizable at law.
In her ruling justice Matshanga said
the matter was referred to the labour
officer prematurely.
“Such a referral in terms of the
Labour Act [ Chapter 28:01] can only
be made in terms of section 93(3) of
the Labour Act and can only be made
after 30 (thirty) days have elapsed
and if he fails to settle the matter he
shall issue a certificate of no
settlement and refer it to an
arbitrator,” she ruled.
Matshanga declared: “In the
circumstances the Labour Court has
no jurisdiction to even hear the
appeal because in the first place
before the arbitrator there was no
determination at all. The matter is
not properly before the Labour Court
and is hereby struck off the roll with
costs.”
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ZIFA ordered to
reinstate Matongorere

BY ALOIS VINGA

An appeal filed by the embattled Zimbabwe Football Association
in a bid to overturn an arbitral award directing reinstatement of
former technical director Nelson Matongorere has been thrown
out of the Labor Court in a development which leaves the
association with no choice but to reinstate.
Matongorere was suspended in September 2013 for his alleged
role in the Fifa Balon d'Or voting scandal where he is alleged to have
voted as then Zimbabwe captain Tapiwa Kapini for the 2012 awards.
Dissatisfied with his dismissal the matter was referred for
arbitration which was presided over by Professor Lovemore
Madhuku. On the 14th of August 2014 an arbitral award handed
down ordered ZIFA to reinstate Matongorere without loss of benefits
and salary with effect from the date of dismissal.
It was further ordered that if reinstatement was no longer an option
the football body had to pay damages equivalent to reinstatement.
The basis of the arbitral award was that ZIFA's disciplinary
authority which presided over the case violated the code of conduct
because it was an ad hoc committee which only constituted the
employer's representatives. Matongorere had no representative.
The determination did not please ZIFA prompting the filing of an
appeal through the labor court .The grounds of the appeal were that
the arbitrator erred at law when he held that the disciplinary authority
was illegal because it had the authority of dealing with all labor
issues. They also highlighted that arbitrator's interpretation of
disciplinary authority was wrong at law as it was properly constituted
in terms of the Statutory Instrument.
In determining the case the court sought to establish the credibility
of the disciplinary committee.
Presiding over the case Labour Court Judge Honourable Chidziva
noted,''From the minutes of the hearing this committee comprised of
the appelant's representatives only. There were no representatives
from the respondent's side.''
In passing verdict the judge said, ''In view of the fact that the
decisions were null and void.'
''To that end therefore this court finds that the appeal lacks merit
accordingly it is ordered that the appeal be and is hereby dismissed
with costs.''

DeMbare star requests transfer to Caps United
UNSETTLED Dynamos striker Simba Sithole now known officially as
Simba Nhivi has asked for a transfer to his former club Caps United.
Dynamos president Keni Mubaiwa confirmed on Monday that Nhivi
had submitted a transfer request which they accepted and were now
waiting for their money.
“I can confirm that we have received his transfer request to join Caps
United and we have accepted it. All we are just waiting for is the money.
We have agreed on everything," said Mubaiwa.
However, with the transfer window having closed last Friday, it
means the Dynamos striker will have to wait for the next season to rejoin
Caps United.
Nhivi, who has played in South Africa turning out for Mamelodi
Sundowns has not seen much action at Dynamos this season after he
sustained an injury.
Although he has now recovered, he is struggling to get game time and
believes he can revive his career at Caps United where he blossomed to
attract foreign clubs.
Nhivi has six months left on his contract with Dynamos.
He played for Caps United in 2010, scoring an incredible 10 goals
in 10 starts. He then moved to South Africa joining Mamelodi
Sundowns but did not have a happy stay there as he struggled for
game time.
The striker then opted for the termination of his contract before
returning home in 2012. (NewZimbabwe.com)

